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Welcome to
TUFWA 2020
Harrington Starr’s financial technology
news, commentary, insight and features.

W
elcome to the final Financial Technologist of an
extraordinary 2020. When writing at the start
of the year, I can safely say all predictions were
substantially off from what we thought lay ahead for
the world of financial services.

I am, however, extremely proud to work in an
industry that has overwhelmingly responded with
incredible innovation, agility and resilience through
the pandemic. There have been extraordinary
stories of growth, courage, humanity and success
through a time of hardship and despondence. In the
downturn of 2008, the financial services sector was
overwhelmingly cast as the villain of the piece. Just
over a decade later, and in even more challenging
times, we see the strength and robust nature of the

global financial services industry as the spine that
has kept economies surviving if not thriving. Many
have turned a negative into a positive – a theme
I have discussed at length all year in our FinTech
Focus TV podcast and youtube show.
There has never been a time of such accelerated
digital innovation and the power of technology from
zoom to teams to slack have allowed the show to go
on and many lives to be saved. Technology has been
the kernel for salvation.
I feel tremendously fortunate to have hosted
nearly 100 episodes of FinTech Focus TV this
year, spending time with some of the most brilliant
thinkers, doers and innovators in the sector from all
over the world. Episodes have covered the UK, all
over the US, Europe, Asia and Australia looking at
how the pandemic has affected businesses across
the globe. We have covered start-ups through to
some of the most established brands in the world
and helped to tell the stories of companies that
have succeeded and the secret sauce behind their
resilience through these times.
FinTech Focus TV was established to provide an
opportunity for our community to tell their story
to people across the world. It has helped people
win business, attract talent and even find jobs, all
things we are incredibly proud of. At the start of the
pandemic, we realised this was a unique opportunity
for us to help people throughout the FinTech space
learn from each other. Our guests have generously
shared insights on how they and their teams have

navigated these most unusual of times. I have
often said on the show that I have felt like these
conversations have been like a mini, personal MBA
as I have been learning almost daily from some
exceptional people. With that, I thought it would be
useful to share some of the common themes from
our interviews.

20 lessons from 100 episodes
of the FinTech Focus podcast
1. Digital Transformation
The most common theme throughout has been
the incredible speed of digital acceleration in the
FS sector with 10 years of advances seemingly
happening in months. This has been a eureka
epoch for the sector and a lasting legacy of tech
improvement from the pandemic will be a lasting
post pandemic positive.
2. Innovation
We have seen incredible innovation. I have often
said that necessity breeds innovation and those that
have innovated fastest, first and best have greatly
prospered.
3. Resilience
The sector has shown incredible resilience and
stared at the crisis head on. As previously said, the
strength of the global markets has been the fulcrum
for survival of economies all over the world and
robust, creative technology has driven this.
4. Cloud
Another lasting positive in FS has been the mass
adoption of cloud tech …. At last!!! Conservative
fears around trading in the cloud have finally
been dispelled meaning huge advances in cost
reduction, flexibility and tech advancement. A
true eureka moment.

5. Interoperability
The mot du jour in trading technology 2020.
Collaboration has ruled allowing bespoke, tailored
solutions for clients who have been able to create
the perfect suite of tech providers to seamlessly
work together and provide advantage.
6. Procurement
Slow processes from major institutions has
hamstrung tech advancement in capital markets for
years. Faster procurement has made for far quicker
and better innovation and advantage.
7. Growth
Incredibly, we have seen extraordinary growth in a
time of mass furlough and redundancy. Companies
have doubled headcount, on-boarded staff they
have never met and seen their profit and turnover
swell extraordinarily. There has often been some
embarrassment around that but I feel the positivity
should be applauded.
8. People First
The companies that have won have put their people
first. There have been notable advancements in
wellness and mental health awareness. This has
been a difficult time for all and I think there has
been incredible efforts to provide a better, more
sustainable workplace in FinTech.
9. Customer first and friction reduction
Those that have grown and thrived through
the pandemic have universally put their
customer first, concentrated on listening and
provided real solutions to real problems. The
point of friction reduction in trading technology
has been a particular focus, most notably on
the buy side. Kudos to the brilliant conversation
with Mike Powell at Rapid Addition in
particular here.
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"As face to face sales abruptly ground
to a halt, marketing gained extraordinary
significance and we saw some incredible
teams provide content that raised the
bar for the future."
10. Solutions not selling
Very quickly sales switched from pushing product
to adding value and helping customers. The long
term view kicked in and as soon as solutions started,
sales followed. From very early episodes with the
likes of Matt Smith at Steeleye and Clare Flynn Levy
at Essentia Analytics, many companies got this
absolutely on point.
11. The power of marketing
As face to face sales abruptly ground to a halt,
marketing gained extraordinary significance and
we saw some incredible teams provide content that
raised the bar for the future. Marketing has risen to
the fore like never before in the sector and the best
teams have been invaluable. From Lorelei Skillman
to Emmy Granstrom on the client side and Colin
Slight to Steve Grob, we have spoken to some of the
very best in the industry.
12. The trade show
One of the key concerns I spoke to leaders about as
face to face events ground to a halt was a real hit to
sales pipelines as Tradetech and other conferences
ground to a halt and switched to digital. Whilst we
have seen great innovation, most notably FinTech
Connect’s 5 day bonanza as covered with the Laura
Gordon episode, we cannot wait to see the return of
face to face events.
13. Bespoke and individualised
From communication internally to solutions
externally, this has been a time where a one size fits
all approach hasn’t worked and a bespoke, tailored
approach has risen to the fore. An important lesson
moving forward that I believe will be a lasting legacy.

WITH TOBY BABB &
NADIA EDWARDS-DASHTI

14. Communication is king
The brilliant book No Rules Rules on the Netflix
journey by founder Reed Hastings had a chapter

dedicated to the importance of world class
communication. Without a doubt, those who have
seen their teams perform best has nailed the
importance of over communication with their teams
ensuring messages (often very tough) are clearly
understood by all. The episode with Jon Noble at IG
particularly stood out for me here.
15. Flexibility
From home working to dealing with working parents
home schooling to having slightly different rules for
different circumstances, we have seen flexibility like
never before … and it has worked! More productivity,
better work/life balance and the right working
conditions for the right people. Watch the episode
with Dave Coplin on the future of the workplace – he
was always ahead of his time!
16. Preparation and planning
Companies had to work at incredible speed to set up
from home and adapt as the pandemic spread. The
future remains uncertain but there will certainly be
interruptions again. Those with the most robust DR
plans and those who spend the most time planning
will gain significant trading advantage.
17. Crypto
This is the latest round of crypto hype with trading
levels at new highs at the time of writing. The first
wave saw a bandwagon with people jumping on and
losing fortunes (with many winning too!). Then came
the ICO explosion. This time it feels more robust,
legitimate and resilient. With governments on board
and investment banks taking it seriously, Crypto as
an asset class is here to stay and blockchain tech is
clearly going to be adopted with greater speed and
significance.
18. Agile rules
Agile tech has been thrust once more to the fore.
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"Our very own Nadia Edwards-Dashti’s
podcast series and 17% initiative have been
phenomenal through this time, showcasing
some of the incredible advances the
industry has seen around D&I."
Those who have shown agility in their planning,
technology and working practices have universally
prospered. I loved chatting to Toby Corballis in his
episode on the power of agile.
19. Diversity & Inclusion
Our very own Nadia Edwards-Dashti’s podcast
series and 17% initiative have been phenomenal
through this time, showcasing some of the incredible
advances the industry has seen around D&I. Finally,
we are seeing the seeds of a true understanding of
diverse teams not only as the right thing to do but
also a clear and profitable advantage.
20. Opportunity
Overwhelmingly there has been a sense of positivity
from every episode I have filmed. From the
pandemic we have seen huge opportunities in rapid

tech evolution that will change the game for ever. I
strongly feel that this should be a period where the
opportunity is taken to emerge better with stronger
companies throughout the industry. From great
crisis does great opportunity emerge. I am excited
to watch the future where Unicorns a plenty will be
made.
There is so much more that I could write about from
deep tech to incredible stories of humanity and
leadership but the above were the common themes
of a memorable time. It has truly been an honour.
Alongside that, speaking to, judging and listening
to an exceptional range of leaders talk through
their answers to the Ultimate FinTech Workplace
Awards questions has been remarkable. More on
that later but what I will say is that there are so many

companies who have shown exceptional bravery,
decision making, leadership and care this year. Every
one listed in this magazine should be applauded.
Nothing has been easy but a commitment to people
has shone out. Truly remarkable.
I hope you enjoy reading this magazine. I hope you,
your families and your teams have remained safe
and well through this time. On a personal level I have
been determined to emerge better from it. I am
hugely grateful to all of our clients and candidates
who have supported us this year. Thanks also to an
incredible team at the Harrington Starr Group who
have worked like never before and shown incredible
spirit and dedication. I am truly grateful.
As we look ahead to 2021 I will end with a prediction.
The storm clouds will slowly part. The sun will shine

again. We still have macro-economic uncertainty
to navigate with Brexit, US government change and
economies rebuilding but the incredible resilience.
There will be challenges, curve balls and false
dawns. But, having seen dot com bubbles, financial
cashes and now a global crisis like no other I am
certain that opportunity is aplenty and a great year
awaits for those who seize opportunity and provide
continuous and real value. From negatives, positives
emerge. We are a better industry.

Toby

POWERED BY
HARRINGTON STARR

FINTECH
FOCUS TV

FinTech’s Most Innovative
Leaders Speak to Toby Babb

NEW EPISODES EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
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THE ULTIMATE
FINTECH
WORKPLACE
AWARDS 2020

This third Ultimate FinTech Workplace Awards has been
exceptional with the quality of applications truly inspiring.
In a time when there has never been more pressure to look
after your team, these companies have truly stood out.

AND THE
WINNER IS. .
JUDGES TS
COMMEN
“I love that the founders set out from the start to
build a great culture. The quality and thought that
has gone into the cultural interventions are well
rounded, predicated on a social contract with their
people and come across as very authentic. The
breadth, depth and authenticity behind the people
practices and policies are top notch. Makes me
feel like I want to meet them.”
“Stands out as exemplary workspace given a
culture defined by collaboration, communication,
fun, respect and recognition. With a management
team following the approach to lead by example,
foster internal mobility and develop individual
strengths while keeping mental health and family
focus as one of the top priorities, Voxsmart
provides an open and productive work environment
Happy employees are productive employees.”

OUR CULTURE
IS NO ACCIDENT

W

THE ULTIMAT
FINTECH WO E
R
AWARD WINNKPLACE
ER

Adrienne Muir
COO, VoxSmart

e have gone to extraordinary lengths to
personally curate a corporate culture
based on openness, honesty, diversity,
and fairness for all our employees,
customers, shareholders, and partners.

emphasis on our staff having a healthy worklife balance and as such, we have a VoxSmart
Resilience (or “VR”) Day to encourage mental
wellbeing which as a senior management team
that we regularly promote and encourage.

From the beginning of our journey,
we wanted our culture to serve as our
anchor to our success. We lead with our
values in everything we do, and we are
proudly, and often fiercely, defensive of
our culture!

Responsibility, Opportunity, and internal mobility are
important at VoxSmart. If you choose to work with
us, we do not take that for granted. We thrive on
watching our employees succeed and if that is by
moving through the business in different roles, we
embrace that wholeheartedly and support you on
the journey.

From developing new products to acquiring new
business and working with our clients and prospects,
to raising capital, it is so important that we live
and breathe our corporate values of Passion,
Resilience, Respect, Responsibility
and Collaboration.

We constantly promote and reinforce a
positive work culture where you can have fun
working with incredibly talented people while
getting to put your hands on some of the most
cutting-edge technology in the Regtech/FinTech
space. We love watching the functions at VoxSmart
collaborate and communicate with a passion which
is a true credit to the people that make this the
incredible company that it is.

We work hard to onboard talented passionate people
with like-minded values and in turn, we work hard to
create a workplace environment that challenges and
supports everyone in our ecosystem.

Our people are genuinely our ‘Secret Sauce’.
VoxSmart is a place where you can be yourself, ask
questions, learn, have fun, showcase your talents,
and make mistakes without fear of recrimination.

Resilience is one of our core values and runs
through how we manage teams as well as how we
design our technology. In comparison to wellbeing,
resilience is about the ability to bounce back and
show courage in the face of adversity. So, while life
is busy getting in our way, we need to remember
that it’s OK to take some time out to rebuild that
strength and fight another day. We place a huge

We are so immensely proud of creating a culture
where talented people never stop learning, where
we all work together, and where we all share in the
rewards of our success.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED

WITH JUDGE
COMMENTS S

"Having doubled in size this year, SteelEye has
continued to create "pride of ownership" among
team members with their option scheme."

"With its core values being trust, a clear vision, teamwork
and employees feeling valued in a positive work
atmosphere, Aquis exchange is seen as a great workplace.
Next to focusing on talent development, excellence and
motivation the company successfully takes care of the
mental and physical health of their employees especially
during times of the corona pandemic."

"Passion and purpose scream out when
looking at SteelEye. In a time of rapid growth
and acceleration, their culture has remained the
special sauce that has seen them gain incredible
results and become one of the great start up success
stories of recent times. A bright future beckons."

"For a firm of their size I thought the breadth and depth of
cultural interventions was really compelling. I loved the
ambition to protect employment through the pandemic
and the manager led approach to leaning into that. The
comms and engagement sounds authentic and impactful
combined with the recognition of how important it is to
give people a voice. The strength of D&I sponsorship from
the very top is compelling."

"The culture around entrepreneurial spirit transcends
through the interview. The top 5 facets that are driving their
culture are compelling and authentic for an organisation
growing globally. I think the people interventions through
the pandemic are personal, authentic and focused on
bringing the global team together."
"With rapid growth this year Enfusion has developed and
maintained a global sense of community while providing
exceptional appeal to developers for its rate of innovation
as a cloud native company."

"With a blend of stability and innovation, Nasdaq brings an
exceptional range of support for employees, from networks
for caregivers, parents and other groups to extensive leave
and flexibility for team members during Covid.”

THE LIST IN FULL
Activ

CLSA

IHS Markit

Quantexa

B2C2

Colmore

Inbotiqa

Refinitiv

Abacus

Commcise

Informa

Ridgeline Apps

Access Fintech

Coremont

IS Prime

Rimes

AEVI

Cubelogic

Leading Point

Ripjar

Allvue

Currency Cloud

Liquidnet

Smarkets

Alphasense

Delta Capita

LME

Softmotive

Aquis Exchange

EQ Investors

LSEG

Steeleye

Arcesium

ERI Bancaire

M&G

Style Analytics

Arkk Solutions

Enfusion Systems

MAHI FX

Suade

Axa Investment Management

Euronext

Man Group

SWIFT

Balyasny Asset Management

Eventus

Marex Spectron

Torstone

Baton Systems

Evergreen

MarketAxess

Tradeweb

Beacon

Evestment

Meniga

Tradingscreen

BMLL

Exane

Milestone

Transficc

Caissa Portfolio

Finbourne

Minna

Trayport

Callsign

Fintark

Mosaic

Treasury Express

Calypso

FintechOS

Napier

Trumid

Canoe

Florin Court Capital

Nasdaq

Two Sigma

Cashflows

Fnalty

Openfin

Vanguard

CBOE

Form3

Openpayd

Velox

Checkout.com

Framework

Passfort

Volante

Cirdan

Glodensource

Paysafe

Voxsmart

Clearmacro

IEX

Pharo

Xceptor

Cloud9

IG

Pico

Yapily
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LESSONS FROM
THE ULTIMATE FINTECH
WORKPLACES

T

his year we felt that
the Ultimate FinTech
Workplace Awards
merited extra significance.
2020 has proven to
be an exceptional and
extraordinary time with
unique pressures on
people and businesses.

We have spoken to
the market to gain an
appreciation of what the very best
in the industry have done to stand
out from the crowd in creating
workplaces that truly allow their
team to thrive. The 100 names
shortlisted have done exceptional
work to stand out and look after
their people – the engine room of
their success.
Congratulations to all.
We interviewed and recorded
many individually asking them
eight questions:
How would you describe the
culture of the organisation?
What steps have you taken this
year to make the company a
great place to work through the
pandemic?

How are you helping your team to
develop their skills and careers?
How are you retaining your best
talent?
What are the five keys to making
a great place to work?
Why would the best
technologists in the sector join
your business?
How have you ensured diversity
and inclusion is high on the
agenda in your company?
How have you accommodated
working parents?
These recordings were then sent
to the judges who were asked to
vote on who truly stood out as a
people centric business.
Our judges included:
Ben Brabyn – FinTech
ecosystem expert
David Williams – EY
David Harris – Baringa
Nadia Edwards-Dashti
– Harrington Starr
Eric Leupold – DB1 Ventures
Toby Babb – Harrington Starr

Universally, we were impressed
by the leadership, passion and
enthusiasm for creating great
working environments. There
was exceptional care, thought
and dedication shown to support
individuals all with different
circumstances.
Core values came to the fore
and were tested like never
before. Those with true, living
commitment to those values
invariably stood out.
Communication was regularly
listed as a driver with clarity,
honesty and transparency seen
as key. Overcommunicating was
a common thread. We heard
regular talk of continued skills
development and a commitment
to supporting improvement.
Companies ensured that
they stayed connected and
worked hard to keep a sense of
community. Through Slack, Zoom,
Teams et al, these companies
worked hard to stay connected
and worked to create a culture of

fun and esprit de corps.
Perhaps a feature of this year
has been the forced and rapid
move to a remote workforce.
With lockdowns forcing the
need for greater flexibility and
pressures around working
parents, those living alone or
those in shared houses there
have been pressures for all.
These companies individualised,
cared and showed kindness.
Wellness was paramount. It has
been absolutely extraordinary to
witness and hear.
Without any doubt, this has
been the most inspiring of all
the awards this magazine has
produced. To have created great
workplaces remotely, under
pressure with many of the team
never having met is exceptionally
hard. These companies have
shone in their exceptional
ability to have connected and,
universally, thrived.
Congratulations to all!
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WE TAILOR THINGS
TO INDIVIDUALS,
RATHER THAN SAYING
THIS IS THE POLICY,
YOU FIT TO IT
Coremont

PEOPLE JOIN
COMPANY’S LIKE OURS BECAUSE
THEY WANT TO MAKE AN IMPACT
OpenPayd

AN IMPORTANT
ELEMENT IS
EXPLAINING OUR VISION:
WE HAVE A STRATEGY
WE CAN ARTICULATE, IT’S
COMPELLING, AND WE
ACTUALLY INVEST IN
WHAT WE STAND
FOR
Allvue

WE ARE A
GROUP THAT HAS A
PASSION FOR DATA
AND PEOPLE
Steel Eye

WE TAKE
OWNERSHIP AND
ACCOUNTABILITY OF
OUR JOBS, WE COLLABORATE
TOGETHER AS ONE
GLOBAL TEAM…
Enfusion

AT THE
BASE OF ALL
OUR VALUES IS
JUST CORE HUMAN
RESPECT
Steel Eye

EVERY SINGLE
PERSON KNOWS HOW THEY
ARE CONTRIBUTING TO THE
GREATER GOOD OF MAKING
VOXSMART A GREAT PLACE TO
WORK AND TO BE A PART OF
VoxSmart

WE OPEN
OUR DOORS FOR OUR
PEOPLE… SO WE REALLY
HAVE NO BARRIERS FOR
PEOPLE… WE HAVE AN
OPEN AND TRANSPARENT
CULTURE
OpenPayd

TRUST
IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT ELEMENT…
WHICH REALLY MEANS
ABOUT INTEGRITY, RESPECT,
COMPETENCE, AND IT’S
ABOUT DELIVERY
Aquis

CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES
ARE HUGELY
BENEFICIAL IN AN
ORGANISATION…
YOU CAN GET
INCREDIBLE BRAINS
OUT OF PEOPLE FROM
DIFFERENT SOCIAL
BACKGROUNDS
Aquis

IT’S ABOUT
GIVING OUR
COLLEAGUES THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
LEARN MORE… IT
ENSURES WE GIVE
OUR EMPLOYEES
A VOICE
Nasdaq
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AT THE
END OF THE DAY,
IT’S INVESTMENT…
IT’S FIRST KNOWING
WHO THEY ARE, AND
THEN HAVING A GAME
PLAN TO ENGAGE
AND DEVELOP
THAT GROUP
Allvue

WITH ENFUSION
YOU’RE CONSTANTLY
BUILDING AND INNOVATING AND
WE’RE A PLACE WHERE YOU REALLY
UNLEASH YOUR CREATIVITY AND SEE
THESE NEW ENHANCEMENT COME
TO LIFE WITHIN WEEKS…
EVERYBODY HAS AN
IMMEDIATE IMPACT…
Enfusion

WHEN WE
COMMUNICATE WE
ARE TRANSPARENT,
WE ARE OPEN…
LIVING BY AND
ACTING BY OUR
COMPANY
VALUES…
Form3

EVERYONE
SHOULD FEEL
THEY ARE A
SHAREHOLDER
Aquis

THAT GIFT
WE HAVE TO
EMPOWER AND
ENABLE TALENT
IS INCREDIBLE
VoxSmart

WE’RE ALL
REALLY BUSY YET
WE’RE NOT TOO BUSY TO
BUILD CARE INTO EVERY
ACTION THAT WE TAKE
Form3

WE’VE GOT
AN INNOVATE
CULTURE, AND
A DIVERSE
WORKFORCE
LEADS TO THAT
INNOVATION
Enfusion

CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES ARE
HUGELY BENEFICIAL IN AN
ORGANISATION… YOU CAN
GET INCREDIBLE BRAINS
OUT OF PEOPLE FROM
DIFFERENT SOCIAL
BACKGROUNDS
Aquis

EVERYTHING
WE DO IS ABOUT GOING
ON A JOURNEY TOGETHER… WE
TALK ABOUT THE JOURNEY WE’RE
GOING ON BUT ALSO THE JOURNEY WE’VE
BEEN ON BECAUSE THAT SPEAKS TO OUR
INTEGRITY, AND OUR HUMILITY, AND
OUR VALUES; AND THAT’S THE
GENESIS AND IN THE DNA
VoxSmart

GLOBAL LEADERS IN FINANCIAL

PEOPLE CAN
APPROACH ANYBODY IN THE
FIRM FOR A DRIVE-BY CHAT,
AND WE MAKE TIME FOR IT
Coremont

WE ARE
SHAPING
OUR CULTURE
WITH OUR
PEOPLE
OpenPayd

IF YOU
BRING PEOPLE INTO
THE ORGANISATION WIT
DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE
CHARACTERISTICS…THEN
YOU ACTUALLY HAVE TO HAVE
AN ENVIRONMENT THAT
S E R V I CMATCHES
E S A NIT D C O M M O D I T I E S
Allvue
1 9

YOU HAVE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO BE
ENTREPRENEURIAL,
INNOVATIVE, AND WORK
ON TRANSFORMATIONAL
PROJECTS
Nasdaq

TECHNOLOGY RECRUITMENT

THE ULTIMATE FINTECH
WORKPLACE AWARDS 2020

ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
Steve Toland
Founder, TransFICC

W

hen we launched
TransFICC in 2016
we had a clear goal
of ensuring that we
created a firm where
all of us were aligned
to deliver the highest
quality products
to clients. The way
to achieve this is
to be collaborative
and have a culture
where we work together towards
a common goal, and help each
other through the process.
Starting our own firm allowed us
to build a culture from scratch and
to avoid the things we didn’t like
when working elsewhere. So, the
values we built the firm on were:
openness, honesty, transparency
and (of course) fun.
Anyone visiting our offices before
2020 could see this collaboration
for themselves. We all worked in
the same office, talking with each

other constantly and writing code
in pairs (where one person writes
the code and the other person
checks it in real time).
Together (Virtually)
Like all companies, lockdown
has impacted the way we work
at TransFICC. When we decided
to close the office at the start of
March, this raised some issues
around how we would operate
with everyone working remotely,
and how to maintain the spirit
of collaboration and knowledge
sharing.
One concern was around
pair programming, which
continued, but in remote form,

by using a video call session
to communicate. It wasn’t all
plain sailing, but eventually we
found ways to make it work –
and in some cases it’s actually
easier than being in the office
(as we don’t have the physical
constraints when having 3 or 4
people all working together on a
single pairing station).
On the downside, we have found
remote pairing to be more tiring
than pairing in the office as you
don't have the same physical
cues, and it requires you to overcommunicate. You also have to
be more careful around who is
driving, as you can't see your pair
reaching for the keyboard! These
are somewhat minor issues, with
the former being mitigated by
people taking regular breaks.
Continually Learning
Even for a young firm like
TransFICC, periodic reviews of
working practices are a good idea,
and the pandemic has shown us
ways we need to be more flexible.
We have never had a culture of
long hours and we are certainly
now more accommodating when
it comes to people juggling
personal and work commitments.
We have implemented a “Remote
First Policy” for when Covid ends,
providing greater flexibility and
choice around office and remote

“Even for a young firm like TransFICC, periodic reviews
of working practices are a good idea, and the pandemic
has shown us ways we need to be more flexible."

“Retaining employees is also about ensuring
they feel valued and have an opportunity to learn – whether
that is in technology and software development, market
infrastructure, or even sales."
working for each employee.
Employment contracts have been
changed so team members can
choose to work from home or
the office; Post-Covid we have
an expectation that people will
average at least one day a week in
the office. This forward guidance
enables them to live outside
London if that suits them.

level and domain backgrounds
and the more traditional
measures. We are aware of the
diversity challenges and have
made changes to our website,
specifications and processes
to encourage diversity. We are
already seeing the benefits of this
- for example with 50% of our new
hires to Q3 being female.

We have also provided the
equipment needed so that
employees can work comfortably
from home and have everything
they need to be effective.

Because we put so much effort
into hiring the right people, it is
unsurprising that we have a clear
focus on retaining our employees.
This is achieved primarily by
involving people in interesting
work, solving complex Fixed
Income workflow problems.

Hiring and Retaining
the Best Talent
To date, we have mainly hired
experienced people and have a
stringent recruitment process
to identify the best engineers
and BAs from a wide range of
backgrounds. Hiring involves
many employees and role specific
practical activities – but it’s
worth the effort. We have now
scaled to a point where we are
better equipped to support less
experienced hires as well.
We have actively taken steps
to drive diversity within the
team this year, both in terms of

We believe in empowerment
and responsibility, so we provide
people with the tools they need
to get the job done then trust
them to deliver. We minimise the
red tape that many of us have
experienced at larger, less nimble
and more bureaucratic firms.
Rotation between teams is a key
part of working at TransFICC.
This provides exposure to a full
range of activities, avoids silos
and encourages people to add
to their skill set. People also

work directly with our clients, for
example having a close working
relationship with Citi developers,
and even sitting together in their
Innovation Lab.
Retaining employees is also
about ensuring they feel valued
and have an opportunity to learn
– whether that is in technology
and software development,
market infrastructure, or even
sales. All founders and employees
work together closely and
communicate every day. People
also have the opportunity to learn
from market experts like Martin
Thompson and Dave Farley, who
consult with TransFICC.
What Makes a Great
Place to Work?
Autonomy, the opportunity to
learn, to see ideas valued, to be
involved in new enhancements
and to see the end result
deployed with clients. All these
things contribute to a great
working environment.
On top of that, there is the
mystical 'team fit' - and so far we
have built a team which works
well together in a friendly, fun and
challenging work environment.
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oremont was established
to provide a full-stack
servicing and support
model for the finance
sector. The firm already
had well developed
processes to support buy
side firms but needed to
transition from: servicing
a single client to multiclient; co-located to
geographically diverse,
and correspondingly on-premise
to cloud focussed. This required
the creation of a functionally rich
content delivery portal, and the
clear understanding that we had
become a FinTech.
While we have established an
office in Asia and one in the US,
the majority of the team works

in London, where numbers
have doubled over the past
two years as a result of organic
growth. Building out teams in
this organic fashion has enabled
us to maintain the “can do”
culture of the firm while taking
on ideas from new joiners,
encouraging us to try out new
working methods. The intention
is always to maintain a fun and
flexible working environment that
is also intellectually challenging.
Recently ensuring regular contact
with all staff across the firm, even
if only via video link, has proven
effective in maintaining a culture
of engagement.
One consequence of our
openness to new ideas is an
improved release cadence
that was initially fortnightly but
is now often multiple times a
day, including the continuous
integration/deployment of key
modules, while running a blue-

green deployment model to
ensure uptime. Having external
viewpoints from experienced
new joiners on our processes,
coupled with introspective
analysis, encourages us to
continually challenge the way we
operate. An ongoing process of
review and automation seeks to
avoid building in manual steps to
processes that do not demand
them. Just as it became normal
across the industry to conflate
development and operations
functions within software teams
into “devops”, we emphasised the
point that operational efficiencies
are always subject to change by
creating the role in Technology
of “Head of Production and
Change”. This is perhaps at odds
with the conventional segregation
of functions into “Run The Bank
(RTB)/ Change The Bank (CTB)”,
but for good reason. It is essential
that those carrying out the
operational aspects of the firm
are integral to its evolution and
must be agents of change within
the organisation. That way roles
never become dull and careers
do not stagnate. Continual
review also encourages all team
members to contribute ideas
and opinions that ensure broad
acceptance, but also a culture
that encourages change where

COREMONT – THE ULTIMATE
FINTECH WORKPLACE

“Having external viewpoints from experienced
new joiners on our processes coupled with
introspective analysis encourages us to
continually challenge the way we operate.
An ongoing process of review and automation
seeks to avoid building in manual steps to
processes that do not demand them."
there is benefit. The vast majority
of the firm’s growth has been in
technology; so whilst Coremont
evolved from a finance firm it is
now clearly FinTech through and
through.
Growing a firm and significantly
expanding its mandate can
present difficulties. One challenge
in a growing organisation is
maintaining agile governance
so decision making does not
slow or get impeded, with the
knock-on effect that staff morale
suffers. Coremont focuses
on keeping bureaucracy to a
minimum. Challenging processes
is of paramount importance to
maintain velocity. Nobody likes
unnecessarily slow processes.
Another challenge the firm
observed is maintaining the

sense of inclusion, felt by both
the new joiners and those that
have been with the firm during
the transition. Appreciating the
value that both bring is key: new
ideas from one party, institutional
knowledge and experience from
the other.

development teams for example.
Having taken the portal (called
Clarion) through MVP in 2020,
in 2021 we will be focussing on
enhancing its functionality. All
the fundamental requirements
are in place, now we will focus
on building out the enhanced
functionality that adds value
to the trading experience. Our
development priorities are largely
driven by the demands of our
clients and prospective clients,
so the vast majority of feature
requests in the product backlog
are intrinsically linked to client
requirements.
Finally, throughout our tech
stack we will be assessing our
services as we continuously
onboard new clients to ensure
that resilience and scale are
maintained, notwithstanding the
fact that 2020 saw record trade
volumes in a very volatile trading
environment. Containerising
new and existing development
will continue to be a priority for
2021, to facilitate portability while
addressing the capacity to scale
many times the existing trade
volumes across the entire stack.

Being on-cloud wherever possible
frees the platform of many
restrictions such as long release
cycles, limited test capacity and
slow infrastructure provisioning
that are familiar to traditional IT
departments. It also offers the
potential for staff development
beyond traditional platforms.
These are all attractive features
for the development teams. Being
able to scale environments on
demand is particularly effective
in avoiding the restriction of
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MANAGING MARKET VOLATILITY
AND GEOPOLITICAL UNCERTAINTY
ARE YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS READY?

I

Frank Glock,
Head of Sales,
EMEA, Enfusion

t has been a tumultuous year
for the global financial
markets and there’s no end in
sight to the geopolitical
uncertainty. The second wave
of COVID-19 is sweeping
much of the world. The
disputed US presidential
election has created upheaval
and the threat of a no-deal
Brexit looms large.

Seismic events of this nature
often add intense volatility to
global markets, creating extreme
market turbulence, fluctuating
asset prices, and significant
volume spikes.
Look at how large-scale events
such as the Global Financial
Crisis of 2008, the Arab Spring in
2011, and the Brexit vote in 2016

rocked markets. On June 24, 2016
— the day after the UK voted to
leave the EU — global panic wiped
$2 trillion off world markets. This
single day was one of the most
dramatic and volatile trading
sessions since the financial crisis.
Against the backdrop of an
uncertain global landscape, how
can asset managers prepare their
technology and systems to
manage extreme market volatility,
and simultaneously generate
alpha? The following are six
proactive strategies asset
managers should consider to
ensure their systems are capable,
scalable, resilient, and ready to
handle the volatility ahead.

By running through robust
market risk scenarios, asset
managers can anticipate,
interpret and better respond to
changes influencing their
investment universe and be more
crisis ready. Managers need to
‘stay present’ and continuously
predict portfolio change as much
as possible, using risk factors,
stress-tests and scenario
analyses. These risk analyses
have become standard practice
in the industry. Most managers
we talk to have a strong
undercurrent of measuring risk
and ultimately performing quality
control across the portfolio
construction and implementation
process.

1. Re-appraise risk management
models and controls.

2. Anticipate regulatory changes.
Major geopolitical events are

usually catalysts for profound
political, fiscal, regulatory and
investment compliance changes.
So, whilst it’s important to have
strong operational infrastructure
in place, there also needs to be
agile in the compliance engine.
Geopolitical events often have a
direct impact on how regulators
recalibrate jurisdictional rules
and regulations; just look at the
shift in compliance behaviours as
a result of MiFID II.
3. Evaluate managed services
and outsourcing options.
Maintaining system integrity is
essential when volatility is high
and volumes spike. From both a
people and resource perspective,
there must be sufficient capacity
to cope with volume surges,
while still maintaining the highest
possible service levels, to both
internal and external clients.
One of an asset managers’ core
challenges is the ability to
quickly and efficiently scale to
handle increased trading
volumes that are often the result
of a sharp volatility event.
Outsourcing those non-core
functions to a trusted managed
services provider ensures the
systems will be equipped to
deliver that service at scale –
and at speed.

4. Consider a native cloud or
hosted and distributed models.
A key concern for asset
managers is having enough
capacity on hand to manage
large increases in volume and
processing activity, which usually
accompanies spikes in volatility.
To alleviate that concern, many
asset managers are adopting a
native cloud or hosted and
distributed models for their
infrastructure; and hiring
experienced and knowledgeable
staff who are experts in handling
this type of infrastructure. This
allows for horizontal scaling,
where, as volatility increases,
service providers can loadbalance horizontally across the
entire system. In addition to load
balancing, there is also the
benefit of resiliency. Distributed
infrastructure is quickly
becoming a critical component
of managers’ business continuity
and disaster response.
5. Assess your remote work
readiness.
The pandemic has pushed many
finance professionals into their
home offices. This new work from
home environment has
accelerated asset managers’
migration to the cloud. Many
asset managers are confidently

“The pandemic has pushed many finance
professionals into their home offices. This new
work from home environment has accelerated
asset managers’ migration to the cloud."

using cloud-based systems to
manage their entire operations
remotely, whether that’s from a
resilience site, or from someone’s
kitchen using a tablet or mobile
phone. With the cloud and the
right platform infrastructure in
place, wherever there’s secure
internet, you can confidently run
your business.
6. Communicate with your
end-investors.
When large volatility events
happen, many clients reappraise
their relationship with their asset
manager. Whether they are
spooked about risk levels or
asset allocation, major market
events often trigger investors to
scrutinise their incumbent
manager(s). While often
overlooked, strong
communications can play an
important role in helping alleviate
clients’ concerns and increase
retention. It’s critical that asset
managers share timely
information and updates with
their clients about how the firm is
managing a crisis and what the
anticipated impact will be to their
portfolios. Clients often change
their mandates not due to poor
performance, but because of
poor communications or a
breakdown in relationships.
The global pandemic and
resulting market volatility have
accelerated trends already in
motion as more asset managers
migrated to the cloud and
engaged with an outsourced
services partner. Looking towards
2021, asset managers will
continue to invest in these two
areas to strengthen their system
integrity and maintain operational
resilience. While we cannot
entirely predict how geopolitical
matters may shake out, what we
can say is that preparedness will
be critical to a firm’s success.
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UNITING PEOPLE AND
TECHNOLOGY FOR SUCCESSFUL
REMOTE WORKING

C

Sara Hartland
Business & Implementation
Manager, Inbotiqa

ompanies and teams
around the world have
been impressive in the
way they rapidly adjusted
to the seismic changes
that the COVID-19
pandemic and resulting
lockdowns brought on this
year. Over six months on,
and remote working has
been both widely
embraced as a viable
way of working and also enforced
again due to the unfortunate
rapid rise in the number of
people testing positive for
the Coronavirus.
For primarily office-based
financial services companies-

also operating in one of the
most highly regulated, data-heavy
and security-sensitive industriesthe challenges of adapting to
remote working have been
considerable, creating new
pressures for staff and managers.
In addition, while working from

home and not commuting has
turned out to have benefits for
some, many others have had to
operate while caring for
dependents, in unsuitable
working environments with a lack
of personal space, or in isolation,
and have felt more pressure due
to feeling less productive.

“Even with the prospect of a vaccine, this inadvertent massscale experiment in remote working has shown it can be done
effectively, has benefits and wil be here to stay as a result."

“Meeting new contacts and interacting face-to-face is
important and powerful and, as we gain more control
over the spread of the Coronavirus, will be able to
continue more again."
Even with the prospect of a
vaccine, this inadvertent massscale experiment in remote
working has shown it can be done
effectively, has benefits and will
be here to stay as a result.
Organisations have invested
heavily in technologies that
facilitate remote working and
have been assessing their
long-term office needs moving
forward. Technology has been
pivotal in enabling business
continuity, and the financial
services industry was already
highly focused on investing in and
harnessing the benefits of new
technologies.
At Inbotiqa, we were fortunate to
hit the ground running when
lockdown restrictions began last
March, as remote and distributed
working has been in our DNA
since being founded. Our
technology also helps to enable
remote working. Our core
YUDOmail email, chat and
workflow management software
provides previously inaccessible
insights into the communication
of teams, which has helped
enable clients to work effectively
outside of the office this year. In
addition to amplifying the core
benefits of YUDOmail, such as
streamlining and optimising

inboxes and processes and
providing transparency,
accountability and clear audit
trails, our analytics and machine
learning modules unlock deep
management insights and
metrics previously trapped within
inboxes. This enables a new level
of visibility on how teams and
individual members are
performing and who is struggling.
As well as enabling business
continuity, technology has played
a critical role in helping to
maintain staff development and
wellbeing throughout the
pandemic. As tech forums and
meetups were cancelled,
companies pivoted to online
venues, allowing colleagues to
maintain their industry learnings.
While the Inbotiqa team was
already adept at working remotely,
for some, the move to full-time
remote working meant falling into
the habit of back-to-back
meetings without the social
interactions of offices, coffee
machines or lunch breaks. As
such, we increased online social
interactions and consciously set
up ‘digital socials’ in the form of
team quizzes and other group
participation events, as well as
encouraging individual social
catch-ups. We also shared
resources such as online

meditation guides and
mindfulness courses, and
Management reinforced that the
door is always open for people to
discuss professional or personal
matters if needed.
The Ultimate FinTech Workplace
Awards shine a light on the
importance of supporting team
members, particularly through
these difficult times. Prioritising
the consideration of teams and
safeguarding staff wellbeing is
vital for maintaining individuals’
good mental health and is a
crucial part of maintaining the
health of a business and the
service it provides to its
customers. While we have always
had a focus on supporting and
valuing team members, a new
level of communication and
support was needed this year. If
staff are struggling, they will also
be less productive, and the
company will not be able to
continue delivering and achieving
to the max. Safeguarding
personnel helps companies to
create the best products and
provide the best service as
everyone is supported and can
perform at their best.
Meeting new contacts and
interacting face-to-face is
important, powerful and, as we
gain more control over the
spread of the Coronavirus, will be
able to continue more again. At
the same time, remote working
was on the rise prior to the
pandemic’s onset and the
explosion in its adoption during
it means it is here to stay on a
large-scale. Whichever method is
selected, or if balance is struck
between the two, technology will
continue to play a key role in
enabling companies to continue
delivering for their clients, but
also to support their staff, and
in ever more innovative ways.
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Alicia Ariffin
Head of People, SteelEye
contributing factors have meant
that we have not had to take such
actions; a significant part we
attribute to our focus on people
and culture during this
challenging period.
How SteelEye doubled its team
during lockdown
The impact of the Covid-19
pandemic has been felt
throughout the entire world. With
over 52 million cases reported
globally, 2020 has gone down in
the history books as one of those
seminal moments whose effects
will be with us for quite some
time. Compounding the misery is
the economic impact of many
developed countries “locking
down” to limit the spread of the
virus. This has been a major
challenge for large and small
businesses, with many forced to
cut costs, furlough staff, and in
the worst-case scenario, shutter
their operations altogether. At
SteelEye, a number of

In 2020, SteelEye has
experienced continued
momentum and growth. We have
won several large client contracts,
including Schroders, and nearly
doubled our team – hiring over 22
people during lockdown. Whilst
this is all very positive, it comes
with its own set of challenges,
including how to ensure not only
continued efficiency and
productivity, but the wellbeing and
health of our employees. To do
this, a key focus for us has been
ensuring SteelEye remains a top
FinTech workplace that takes care
of, inspires, engages, and
motivates our talent – even when
we all work remotely. We have
focussed on three key areas:

1. “Staying as strong as we can
for as long as we can”
This has been our motto since the
first lockdown. We knew that we
would have a challenging period
ahead, but this message got
everyone through. Part of our
growth is attributable to our
ingrained cultural attitude that the
key to success is playing the hand
you were dealt like it was the hand
you wanted. It is a healthy
approach to a challenging
situation that has helped us get
through this year.
Ultimately, our priority has been to
make sure that everyone is safe
and well. Supporting our
employees in carrying out their
duties and staying motivated
came second. To achieve this, we
have had to change how we
manage our most important
resource – our talent – and tailor
our policies for remote working.
This included ensuring that
managers have regular catch ups
with their team members. Our
CEO, Matt Smith, also personally
called each employee to check
how they were doing.
2. Adapting our interviewing
and hiring process
At SteelEye, our focus on culture
has enabled our growth since our

TURNING A CHALLENGE
INTO AN OPPORTUNITY

“With our ambitious growth plans we
knew that we had to replicate the induction
period, welcome drinks and other team
building activities that naturally happen
in an office environment."
founding. In last year’s issue of
the Ultimate FinTech Workplace, I
wrote about how to manage
culture within a start-up and
create a happy, engaged, and
motivated workforce. A key part of
this for us has always been group
cohesion and hiring people that
genuinely resonate with our
company values.
Moving into lockdown, we
were concerned about the
prospect of not being able to
interview candidates face to
face to assess their fit with
SteelEye’s culture. However, by
adapting our approach we were
able to effectively navigate
remote hiring – which we did by
interviewing more candidates,
conducting more meetings, and
inviting more members of the
team to get involved. Doing
everything online actually made
the process a lot more efficient.
We also reinforced our employee
referral program on the basis that
everyone at SteelEye is invested
and passionate about the
company and will only refer
people who have a similar
outlook. This helped enhance our
confidence in our hiring decisions

and has resulted in 22
successful hires.
3. Integrating new joiners and
retaining talent
Pre-Covid-19 it was certainly
much easier to integrate people
within the wider team when they
joined the company. This has
always been a key driver for our
new joiners’ ability to quickly
contribute and get up to speed.
With our ambitious growth plans
we knew that we had to replicate
the induction period, welcome
drinks and other team building
activities that naturally happen in
an office environment. We also
knew that we had to keep our
existing talent feeling happy and
connected. Some of the things we
did were:
■ Ensuring new employees
are formally introduced to the
company like they would in an
office environment. Managers
now introduce all new starters
on Slack (including details about
the role, prior experience, a
photo, and any personal facts the
employee is happy to share).
■ Setting up twice daily zoom

social meetings to replicate
office coffee breaks. The ability
to break away and chitchat with
colleagues for 20-30 minutes
quickly became a welcome relief
across the company, and in many
ways we all got to know each
other much better through these
sessions.
■ Hosting weekly socials.
Meeting socially after work on
Fridays has always been an
important aspect of our culture.
To facilitate this, our working day
officially ends at 4:00 pm on
Fridays. This is an opportunity
to either clock off or go to the
pub (drinking non-compulsory).
To keep up this tradition, we
have been hosting weekly social
sessions, with a range of different
themes. We had a murder
mystery session, a quiz night, a
wine tasting event, a fancy-dress
party and more.
These might not sound like new or
ground-breaking ideas, but they
made a world of difference for the
wider team as we have adjusted
to a remote working world.
Meeting the challenge and
learning by experience
At a time when it has sometimes
felt like the world is ending, our
positive momentum as a
company has provided a shining
light for employees who have
been excited to get to work.
Lockdown has made us stronger.
By inviting our colleagues into our
homes (though Zoom), a barrier
has come down and we have all
become closer. This has enabled
new ways of working, stronger
relationships and more
appreciation and respect for one
another. As a result, we have been
able to execute on our growth
plans, keep productivity high, and
support our growing team during
these challenging months.
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GOOD, FAST AND CHEAP:
FINTECH AS A UTILITY
Rob Johnson
CTO, Coremont

F

inancial services firms were
late to the commoditisation
game. This presented two
fundamental challenges at
either end of the spectrum.
The cost of entry proved
excessively high for all but a
highly-resourced few, while
incumbent behemoths were
not punished for being slow
to adapt their processes
and infrastructure. The
former ensured that the
marketplace was sparsely
populated, the latter meant that
organisations took early profits at
the expense of their own future
viability. Compare this with other
industries such as vehicle or
electronics manufacture where
the vast majority of the
component production is
outsourced. Manufacturers have

been sourcing components
externally and assembling them in
specialised or nuanced ways to
deliver the products that excite
the marketplace for decades.
Firms realised long ago that
manufacturing your own
widgets was hugely inefficient
when a volume producer was
far better placed to soak up the
R&D costs and benefit from the
economies of scale that mass
production provides.
Evidence is emerging that
financial services has reached the
tipping point where firms are
prepared to relinquish total
ownership of a service in favour of
a support agreement. For
example, a household name bank
runs a re-badged online retail
banking site provided by a far
smaller start-up, because there
was no benefit in them
reinventing that particular wheel.
Now that alternative service
providers are in the marketplace

to not only provide scalable
systems, but also the staffing and
contractual security that a finance
company demands, it is now
possible to tessellate a collection
of third-party services to deliver
the macro service that plugs a
gap in the marketplace or
displaces an incumbent.
Imagine you spot a gap in the
marketplace where a particular
social demographic, say young
bearded men living in Shoreditch,
are not well served by financial
products. You identify a range of
tailored products that appeal
directly to them as add-ons to
your product offering, perhaps
offering discounted craft coffee,
cheap fixed-wheel bicycle rental
and artisanal facial hair
maintenance products.
Historically you would then need
an army of analysts, consultants,
project managers, software
developers, lawyers, risk
managers, operations staff,
compliance officers, sales
representatives and so on before
you could even offer a basic
service to your prospective
clients. That is no longer the case.
What you need now is an idea and
a basic governance structure, the
remainder can be bought as a
service. There is no “alpha” in
building a bespoke settlement
service, trade lifecycle
management department, or
regulatory risk management
reporting process. These are
infrastructural requirements but
not key market differentiators.
They need to work, but they are
a balance sheet cost not a
revenue earner.
At Coremont we realised that the
gap in the marketplace we could
fill was the infrastructural support
model. Hedge funds, asset
managers, family offices and even
banks lacked large scale service

providers, particularly those that
could offer a one-stop shop
servicing model where a client can
choose from a range of
components from the specific to a
full-service stack. Many
consultancies claim to offer
services but generally lack
provenance and a diversity of
experience. Correspondingly,
plenty of software houses offer
systems that can be implemented
to fulfil one or more of the services
that a finance firm requires, but
the firm will still need to operate
and maintain the systems and will
therefore not benefit from
mutualisation of costs.
Our background supporting one of
the world’s largest hedge funds
meant that the challenges of
providing portfolio management
services to cover everything from
flow products to complex
derivatives was one that had been
tackled long ago. Similarly, since
highly granular segregation of
data had been built into the
operating model from day one, no
structural re-engineering was
necessary to build out a multiclient security model. The
challenge that remained was to be
able to offer these services to a
geographically diverse client base.
To that end the firm embarked
upon a build programme to offer a
browser-based portal called
“Clarion”, with both front and back
end hosted in cloud to deliver the
geographical accessibility and
scale necessary. This proved
immediately beneficial since one
of the first partner clients was
based in Tokyo. While we have a
Hong Kong office to support Asian
time zones popping over to Tokyo
to resolve an issue on-premise is
simply not practical.
During our build to MVP, select
new clients were onboarded who
would contribute to the design of

the product as asset-class
specific nuances emerged. We
also partnered with a UX/UI
design firm to ensure that the
product wasn’t simply a reflection
of someone’s favourite
spreadsheet, along with all the
concomitant limitations. Clarion
provides pricing, compliance
checks, OMS functionality, live
risk management, market and
reference data delivery, lifecycled portfolio views, and report
delivery. Essentially it provides the
content delivery mechanism for
the firm’s suite of services.
Clarion enables Coremont to
deliver its services to a global
client base with scalable compute
as a result of cloud hosting, and
content delivery to a range of
platforms from mobile phone or
tablet through to desktop.
Endpoints are secured by
multi-factor authentication, but
this is not invasive to the user
experience – nowadays most
people are familiar with this from
their personal mobile banking
applications. As a result, clients
are neither tied to their corporate
network, nor are they constrained
by their organisation’s inhouse
compute capacity. Having
decades of experience honing all
the good processes necessary to
support financial services is a
base requirement; coupling this
with a tailored content-delivery
mechanism enables the offering
to deliver the service as required
by the client rather than as
dictated by the vendor.
Although most clients take a full
portfolio management service,
the portal can easily be scaled
back via permissioning to provide
a view on a restricted service set
reflecting client requirements. For
example, if a client just requires
aspects of regulatory risk
provision or treasury

management services, the use of
the portal may be minimal,
although additional functionality
can be enabled in short order as
required. In each case we focus
on delivering services without the
overhead of long lead times,
sourcing staff, implementing
systems, defining processes and
building interfaces. All of these
activities are slow to implement if
you are doing them as a one off,
but relatively straightforward if
you have done them several times
before. In the first case each
issue is new and unexpected, in
the latter most issues have been
seen before in some fashion, so
they are quicker to comprehend
and address. Furthermore,
building your own stack means
supporting it. Both inhouse and
third-party systems need to
change periodically, and major
version upgrades can introduce
significant speedbumps to a
delivery schedule. DIY is slow,
adopting a service-based
approach is likely to be far faster.
Building your own service stack is
something many firms have
chosen to do over the years as a
necessity rather than choice. The
process is expensive to build,
expensive to run, and the
aforementioned periodic
“speed-bump” is usually
accompanied by a large financial
cost. Consider also the lack of
mutualisation that you guarantee
by rolling your own, there are no
other participants against whom
costs can be defrayed.
Consequently, DIY is expensive; a
service-oriented approach is
most likely far cheaper.
Consider the familiar truism:
“Good, fast or cheap? Pick two.”
We would argue that with a
service-oriented model for
financial services provision all
three are indeed possible.
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INNOVATION IN FIXED INCOME:
AUTOMATING THE FUTURE
Ollie Cadman
Chief Product Officer, Vela

A

mong the many effects on
financial markets from the
Covid-19 pandemic, one
of the more interesting
ones was a temporary
surge of interest in voice
trading. Some traders
working from home and
looking to execute a large
trade struggled to cope
with the volatility that
ensued, and many found
themselves reverting to voice.
But whilst voice is likely to retain
appeal for large parts of the Fixed
Income community, the spike in
this type of trading represents an
anomaly. Well before Covid-19,
Fixed Income had begun a
long-term trend towards greater

automation. And as the world
begins to envision a postCovid-19 environment, we can
only expect that trend to
reassert itself.
Electronic trading in U.S.
Treasuries in some cases already
accounts for about two-thirds of
activity, whilst Fixed Income
platforms report a rising tide of
algo-driven trades. It is not just
the sell side that is embracing
automation. A study by Greenwich
Associates, issued just before
Covid-19 began to disrupt global
markets, showed that 65% of
investors thought electronic
market-making was improving
liquidity in the corporate bond
market. Fixed Income
venues report increasing
electronification, driven not only
by algorithmic trading but also by
the cost benefits that come from
automation.

Still, every big trend in markets
requires innovation – and the
Fixed Income automation story is
no exception.
One of the critical components to
this transformation is
normalisation. Fixed Income
assets have more terms than
other assets, and trading them is
much more complex than trading
cash equities or futures. A single
entity may have issued numerous
securities, each with different
coupons and maturities, and
potentially with different pricing
conventions.
Meanwhile, venues have
individual protocols for
connectivity. As a result, any firm
looking to trade in multiple
locations in Fixed Income
markets historically has had to
consider the cost and resource
implications that come with

automating in this space.
A handful of technology-based
firms, however, have been working
hard to bring electronic Fixed
Income trading up to the same
level as other markets. Vela is one
of those firms.
Vela has a direct market access
(DMA) solution that covers 40+
major listed derivatives venues
with a growing number of
destinations in the Fixed Income
markets. Low-latency and fully
normalised access to these
venues are key to building
sophisticated algos for trading. As
a fully hosted and managed
solution, it also means that
buy-side firms with limited IT
resources can focus on their core
business. This allows them to
consider trading in dozens of
additional markets without having
to worry about expensive
development or long lead times.
There are some good reasons
why electronification makes
sense for Fixed Income. A
regulatory push towards
transparency and post-trade
reporting makes electronic
trading much more attractive.
Also, brokers for some time have
been de-risking and adopting an
agency model. Vela’s DMA
Platform takes account of these
trends, building in drop copies for
sponsor brokers as well as risk
management controls.
As we shift to a post-pandemic
world, automated Fixed Income
trading is only set to grow. For
sophisticated buy-side market
participants that rely on
automation, this is an attractive
space. But it requires platform
providers that understand
electronic trading and the
complexities that come with Fixed
Income instruments.

CLOUD AND
INNOVATION IN
CAPITAL MARKETS
James Maudsley
Senior Manager,
Segment Marketing,
Equinix

U

ntil fairly recently, the
financial markets sector
had been slow in its
adoption of cloud
technologies, compared
with some other
industries. However, that
is now rapidly changing,
as recent announcements
from HSBC and Deutsche
Bank about their strategic
partnerships with AWS
and Google respectively testify.
Clearly, investment banks are
buying into the cloud computing
paradigm. And the

unprecedented events of 2020,
leading to a massive growth in
the need for technology to
support home working during
the current pandemic, has
accelerated this shift.
But firms are not just utilising
the cloud for their own internal
digitalisation initiatives. Today,
more and more financial
institutions are building out
increasingly innovative new
products and services for their
customers and making them
available on the cloud, ‘as-aService’.
Recent examples we’ve seen
include Goldman Sachs’ Marquee
platform, which provides
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customers with cloud-based
access to the firm’s analytics,
insights and data; CitiVelocity
Clarity, Citi’s data and analytics
platform that makes use of big
data and cloud technology; and
UBS’s Neo, a cross-asset digital
banking platform built entirely on
web technology.
Cloud deployment models
When rolling out these products,
firms are not necessarily
dependent on the public cloud. At
Equinix, our clients can choose to
run their own private cloud hosted
on Equinix infrastructure, or they
can deploy a hybrid cloud model,
utilising both public and private
cloud components. And there are
three distinct types of cloud
service that can form the basis of
whatever product or service they
are offering:
■ Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS), where the service provider
delivers the virtualised computing
infrastructure components,
including servers, storage and
networking hardware. The user
controls the operating systems,
storage, and deployed
applications.
■ Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS),
where, in addition to the
underlying infrastructure
components, the service provider
also manages the operating
systems, storage and middleware.
The user controls the applications
that are deployed on the platform.
■ Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),
where the service provider hosts
and manages the entire
infrastructure, including the
end-user applications. The user
does not therefore need to install
anything, as the applications are
typically accessible from a thin
client interface, such as a web
browser.

Use cases
IaaS deployed over the public
cloud is often used when a ‘burst’
of computing power is needed to
support resource-intensive
processes. Examples include
processing high volumes of trades
at peak times, calculating complex
simulations around liquidity or
capital requirements, developing
and back-testing trading
algorithms using large data sets,
pricing complex derivatives or
running extensive risk simulations
across multiple books.
With PaaS, firms typically use
additional cloud capabilities such
as data analytics, artificial
intelligence and machine learning
tools, to parse and evaluate large
data sets. Some use cases here
might be surveillance and
monitoring of trading activity to
prevent market abuse, various
types of predictive analytics
around sales & trading, or
generating new business and
customer insights, for example.
SaaS products are typically
end-user applications designed
for a wide variety of purposes,
including trading, portfolio
analytics, market analysis,
business intelligence, account
management and so on.
Leveraging the cloud
As banks become more
comfortable with these IaaS and
PaaS aspects of the cloud for their
own systems, they can start to
build the groundwork for longerterm cloud strategies, including
building out PaaS or SaaS
offerings for their own customers.
And this is what a number of
banks are now actively doing.
There are some pre-requisites to
this, however.
First, firms need to identify which

customer applications, data or
services are best suited to a cloud
environment. Many existing
applications may run on legacy
architecture, and have operating
models with complex
dependencies, making the
transition to a cloud environment
more difficult.
Also, banks cannot compromise
on the security of their customers’
data, so when providing access
via the cloud, they need to ensure
there are clear and detailed
processes and procedures
around security and privacy of
data that can satisfy both their
customers and the regulators.
From a technology perspective,
building new applications around
a microservices and
containerised framework, utilising
open-source orchestration
systems such as Kubernetes (or
migrating applications to this type
of architecture), will give the firm a
solid foundation for rapidly rolling
out and assessing new products.
Finally, banks need to ensure they
are adopting new ways of working
by embracing delivery
approaches such as DevOps, in
order to build, test and deploy
new applications seamlessly and
efficiently.
In summary, financial institutions
are now far more comfortable with
the cloud than they ever have
been before, and they are
beginning to use it in increasing
numbers. As cloud adoption
continues to accelerate in the
capital markets sector, Equinix is
committed to helping its
customers leverage cloud
capabilities to produce
increasingly innovative customerfacing applications, which will
undoubtedly help them to
become more successful.

HOW TO BUILD A
COMPANY WITH
D&I IN ITS DNA

incredibly proud. We have a
workplace that celebrates the
diversity of our people. We value
each team member and their
individuality. The fact I happen to
be Asian, an immigrant and gay
makes no difference to how I am
treated, but it makes a difference
to our work because it enables
me to contribute a unique
perspective. I feel comfortable
being myself at work.”
General Counsel, Gary Chu
But creating such an environment
cannot be simply put down to ‘not
tolerating discrimination’, it is
about going that step further… it is
about encouraging open and
honest conversations, building
communities of trust, and
allowing everyone to feel
comfortable enough
to contribute and work together.

Giulia Secco
Biz Dev Analyst, Fnality

Fnality is a success story when
it comes to D&I, they have
managed to do what many
have tried: to create a company
with diversity and inclusion in
its DNA.

skin, we actively respect everyone
equally and do not tolerate
discrimination of any form. It is
this active approach to D&I that
has enabled us to build trust with
each member of staff by being
consistently respectful, open
and honest.

Here, we delve into how they
have succeeded and how other
companies can follow suit.
The first thing to note is that no
matter who you are, where you
come from, your sexual
orientation or the colour of your

Something that stands out at
Fnality is that although they are an
inclusive workplace, they know
their job is not yet done, and that
D&I is something that needs
constant monitoring and attention
to remain successful.

“Fnality’s commitment to diversity
and inclusion makes me so

“Of course, there is always room
for improvement, and Fnality is
always very transparent about
ways to improve and push the
standards above expectations.
This adds to the level of respect I
have for everyone in the
business.”
Lisa Stuart, Office Operations
Manager within the People and
Talent Guild
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Fnality have been able to reap the
rewards of creating such a
workplace, where their diverse
thinking has allowed them
to develop innovative solutions
necessary in building next
generation payment systems.

“We actively embrace diversity of
thinking to collaboratively solve
problems. We recognise the
value inherent in our
employees’ varied backgrounds,
personalities, and life
experiences. Fnality is a
fully agile organisation, meaning
that we approach everything we
do with flexibility, crossfunctionality, and openmindedness. By placing these
values at the centre of our ways of
working, we also aim to empower
everyone at Fnality to make
meaningful contributions not only
to individual tasks or functions,
but to the entire organisation.”
CPO, Robert Fanshawe

So, how can companies follow suit
and how can we replicate this
success story elsewhere?

“I would suggest getting all
employees involved in creating
the values of a company - if the
values and mission of a company
are decided by just a select few, it
will be harder for everyone to feel
they can really relate to them and
to the business. It may also be
helpful to ask what causes
employees would like the
company to support, as there is a
huge scope and there may be
important issues that are missed.
Finally, it’s important that
companies don’t just use events
like Pride to show how diverse
they are, but genuinely live and
breathe what it stands for,
continuously educate your
workforce around D&I, and
celebrate the progress that is
made, even if there is always
more to be done.”
Lisa Stuart, Office Operations
Manager within the People and
Talent Guild

“Fnality is a fully agile organisation,
meaning that we approach everything we
do with flexibility, cross-functionality,
and open-mindedness"

THE FUTURE
OF FINANCIAL
MARKETS,
4IR AND
SOCI
E
TY
5.
0
DIGITAL ASSETS NEED

DIGITAL MARKET
INFRASTRUCTURE NOT
ANALOGUE RAILS

Hirander Misra,
Chairman of
GMEX Group and
SECDEX Group

M

any old-world
solutions are being
passed off as game
changing blockchain
enabled digital asset
plays. As those in the
market who could
really benefit get
increasingly savvy, the
hype that is being
marketed by some will
see the cold light of
reality. This presents an
opportunity for those that can
truly harness the power of
blockchain enabled digital assets
to create tomorrow’s unicorns like
the internet revolution did for
some firms, but with a wider
degree of democratisation
beyond just corporate benefit.
Financial Markets Trends
The financial markets are rife with
too many intermediaries.
Intermediaries can add a great
deal of value; however, we need to
reduce the number to increase
efficiency and decrease frictional
costs. Blockchain can be a tool to
help this, making trading, clearing
and settlement more efficient. Yet
many ventures embracing
blockchain, in terms of
permissioned ledgers, are
primarily doing so using the old
centralised model they are
accustomed to. By way of
alternative, the decentralised

exchanges and broader
Decentralized Finance (DeFI)
plays currently struggle to match
liquidity flow and have some
security issues. Beyond this we
are beginning to see the
convergence of B2C and B2B to
create a B2C2B construct.
The real challenge is to optimise
retail and wholesale activity in
capital markets using the best
facets of both centralised and
decentralised technology and
services. Banks are increasingly
taking up digital assets, both
on the wholesale and retail side,
as well developing digital
custodial services, with
cryptocurrencies gaining the
most traction and security
tokens predicted to follow.
Aside from the technology itself,
traditional exchanges entering
into digital assets require
regulatory, operational and
business level guidance to be
able to integrate the external
digital processes into their
current non-digital activities. Such
exchanges will have their own
central securities depositories to
hold assets on behalf of clients.

This presents a big opportunity to
tokenise and package existing
assets, integrating the new
digital/ crypto rails with traditional
payments rails to facilitate
effective settlement.
The old and the new world will
have to coexist for the
foreseeable future and with
multiple blockchains and legacy
networks, with the need to bridge
the gap between both worlds.
Solutions that address this - both
with technology and at the
transactional business flow level
- by meeting the cross border
regulatory requirements are
the ones which will lead to
fundamental change in
capital markets.
Analogue to Digital
Many financial markets
participants run their services in
silos, including custody, and
moving assets between these
participants is cumbersome, slow
and expensive, resulting in
multiple inefficiencies. There is
rarely a link back from digital to
traditional financial infrastructure.
In reality, as institutional players
increasingly come into the digital

“The financial markets are rife with too
many intermediaries. Intermediaries can
add a great deal of value; however, we need
to reduce the number to increase efficiency
and decrease frictional costs."
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assets market, there is a need to
make this interconnection more
efficient, if we are to see mass
institutional adoption of digital
assets across capital markets.
The solution is to link digital
exchanges and digital banking
with new product creation across
nodes (jurisdictions), aligned with
traditional and FinTech services.
This will create a global interplay
for exchanges/ trading venues
and post-trade market
infrastructure. The related
ecosystem will benefit from easy
replication of local instances that
are interconnected, and
consequently transform the silo
exchange and capital markets
market infrastructure analogue
construct to a digital
interconnected ecosystem with
its own nodes. This will include
the ability to interface with other
networks and services and will
enable distribution of suitable
products, qualified by jurisdiction,
across the entire network thereby
leveraging the network effect with
each node.
The 4th Industrial Revolution
and Society 5.0

The advent of new technologies,
including Blockchain, Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things
(IoT) and Quantum computing, is
greater than ever before and
enabled by an increase in cloud
computing. I believe we will see
greater convergence of these
technologies (e.g. blockchain
smart contracts driven by data
and AI) to foster a fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR). But how does
one transition to “Society 5.0”
from this?
Society 5.0 refers to the fifth
stride in human civilization
evolution. To create a “supersmart” future society which
leverages the technological
innovations of the current 4IR to
achieve economic advancement
and embed these in society to
solve people’s problems so that
they can live better lives.
Society 5.0 addresses a number
of key pillars: Infrastructure,
FinTech (including blockchain),
Healthcare, Logistics and AI.
Nations which harness this
effectively will become the super
societies of the future. Taking
FinTech to the next level,

“The new age digital infrastructure wil have
the power to assist in the economic recovery,
bringing hundreds of millions of the most
underprivileged and displaced members of
society into a new digital financial system."

reinventing the way financial
services are conducted, will be
essential for such enablement.
The next generation “Digital Asset
FinTech Hubs” will play a key part
in this, facilitated by policy and
regulation. These hubs will
increasingly interconnect with
each other to become “Smart
Digital FinTech Hubs”. The new
age digital infrastructure will have
the power to assist in the
economic recovery, bringing
hundreds of millions of the most
underprivileged and displaced
members of society into a new
digital financial system.
This will facilitate the
development of local expertise in
digital assets and related
services. It will attract the most
innovative international FinTech
companies and greater foreign
investment into countries which
embrace this with an environment
that fosters innovation aligned
with cohesive policy and
regulation. The positive effects of
this will be job creation,
associated GDP growth, and
knowledge export to interconnect
and enhance other similar hubs.
While decentralised purists may
cite that this goes against the
ethos of crypto being
democratised, it will lead to
greater benefits by harnessing
the way that institutional markets
work. Using a regulated approach
that is expected by investors,
centralised finance and DeFI will
combine to create some great
opportunities and innovation.
This approach we believe is the
future of financial markets and
will be as positively disruptive
as the internet was overall ,but
in a capital markets context
that has wider social impact
and financial inclusion.

AUTOMATING DATADRIVEN WORKFLOWS
IN FINANCIAL MARKETS

workflows across the front, middle
and back office have typically
been established over a number
of years. And while these
workflows may serve their
purpose, many entail manual
processes that are inefficient,
time-consuming, labour-intensive
and not scalable.
This is a problem for the industry,
and why greater automation is
needed; particularly in the
front-office, where information
tends to be time-critical. Firms
may not realise how much these
manual processes - acting on
instructions received in chat
windows, sending and receiving
emails, transferring spreadsheets
or other files back and forth, and
so on – is hampering their ability
to grow. A common attitude
around existing workflows is,
‘that’s just the way things are’.
But things don’t have to be that
way. And automating data-driven
workflows can lead to greater
efficiencies, cost savings, and
higher growth potential.

Matthew Cheung
CEO, ipushpull

So how do we get there?

T

he benefits of Data-as-aService (DaaS) as a means
to efficiently consolidate
and deliver data to internal
and external users is
well-documented.

However, an effective
implementation of DaaS is
not just a matter of
pushing data out.
In this article, I’d like to
clarify why it’s important for firms
to progress from pure data
distribution towards data-driven
workflows, examine some use

cases, and explore the benefits
that automated data-driven
workflows can offer.
The need for financial markets
workflow automation
As a starting point, what do we
actually mean when we talk about
data-driven workflows? It could be
argued that all workflows –
regardless of their simplicity or
complexity - are data driven.
Something happens (an event),
resulting in new or updated
information (data), which triggers
an activity or a process (the
workflow).
In the financial markets sector,

The first step is recognising that
data needs to be at the core of
everything. What often happens
at the moment with existing
processes is that they can result
in multiple versions of the data (in
multiple formats) residing in
different places, with users
needing specific applications,
spreadsheets, chats or emails to
support their version of the data.
In an automated data driven
workflow, a golden source copy of
the data sits centrally, and as it
moves around, processes based
upon that data are triggered
automatically. So, all of the
workflow happens around the
data. This approach is faster,
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more efficient, more scalable,
easier to streamline and
automate, easier to integrate, and
there's always a clear audit trail.
Use Cases
How does this work in practice?
Let’s look at a few examples.

O P E N
for collaboration
It’s time for innovators in financial technology to
co-create like never before. At Finastra we’re helping
you do just that, by giving Fintechs around the world
a cloud platform for collaboration. Now, developers
can build financial apps on top of proven,
core financial solutions.
As we say, it’s collaboration with unlimited potential.

Live Price Distribution for
basket trades
ipushpull is helping a leading
institutional broker create
automated workflows, for both the
broker and its clients, around live
pricing of basket trades.
Previously, the workflow was a
highly manual, labour-intensive
process, where the client would
send to the broker (via e-mail) a
spreadsheet containing hundreds
of lines of individual stocks, which
would then have to be copy/
pasted into the broker’s format for
pricing, with the resulting data
being copy/pasted back into the
client’s spreadsheet format and
e-mailed back to the client.
Although this is a fairly standard
workflow in the industry for pricing
basket trades, it is timeconsuming, error-prone and
totally unscalable – there are only
so many of these types of trades
a broker can do in a day, given the
manual effort involved.
Working with ipushpull, the broker
is now automating a data-driven
workflow whereby clients can
drop their spreadsheets into a
Symphony chat window, the stock
data is recognised and mapped
to the brokers format so the
pricing can be rapidly generated.
It is then automatically sent back
to the client in chat, with little or
no manual intervention other than
oversight of the process. This is
enabling the broker to work much
more efficiently, pricing more
trades, in a more accurate and
timely manner, and gaining new

business as a result.
Distributing Bond Axes
The fixed income division of a
leading UK bank has created an
automated workflow to send live
prices for bond axes to its clients.
In this case, the bank’s dealers
are able to publish relevant axes
with live prices in a Symphony
chat window, which the client can
execute directly from that chat
window. That then triggers a full
STP process to automatically
trade and update the bank’s
internal systems.
Previously, this was a much more
manual process, involving e-mails
being sent back and forth, or
copying information from chat
windows into other systems and
applications. Whereas what the
client sees in the chat window is
now live, executable data that can
be acted upon immediately.
Streamlined RFQ Workflow
The third use case is an
investment management firm
building automated data-driven
workflow around RFQs for
currency options. The manual
workflow they had – again, fairly
standard in the industry – was
that the trader would receive an
instruction from a portfolio
manager via their internal
system, type that into a chat,
send it out to at least three
different dealers (to satisfy

regulatory requirements), receive
the prices back in chat, make a
trading decision and then
manually send the trade
execution instruction to the
chosen dealer.
Using ipushpull, this workflow is
now being automated so that the
trader can communicate with
multiple dealers simultaneously
and trigger the appropriate
processes with one click, once he
has decided to trade.
Conclusion
The key to all of this is
understanding the data, looking at
the manual processes that still
exist around time-critical
workflows, finding the
bottlenecks, and determining
which processes are ripe for
automation.
The good news is that the
technology is now available from
ipushpull to automate those
processes without significant
upheaval to firms’ current
workflows, so users are still able
to work within familiar chat and
collaboration apps like Symphony
and Excel Spreadsheets, but
without the manual inefficiencies.
As these tools and technologies
become more widely used, firms
will no longer be able to remain
competitive by over-reliance on
manual workflows.

“ipushpull is helping a leading institutional broker create
automated workflows, for both the broker and its clients,
around live pricing of basket trades."
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COMPLY
SMARTER™
Unlock actionable insights to sharpen your
competitive edge while effortlessly meeting
all your regulatory needs.

SteelEye - The trusted compliance platform for MiFID II,
EMIR, Dodd-Frank, MAR, SMCR and more.
Leverage the broadest range of
regulatory solutions, all on one platform:
•
•
•
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T

he start-up world has
always been a stressful
industry. But that stress is
glorified and celebrated.
Entrepreneurs are
renowned for pushing
themselves to extremes,
encouraging their teams
to work harder and fail
faster. Some
entrepreneurs boast that
they even sleep faster. In a
start-up, regardless of your role,
you feel the stress acutely; the
causes may be different, but the
pressure is there. So, if stress is a
badge of honour, then is burnout
the ultimate goal?
The pandemic has turned the
world upside down. It has shone a
spotlight on mental health. People
who may have never experienced
anxiety before are swept up in a

spiral of worry. Those who have
silently coped with mental health
issues are now openly struggling.
At Leading Point, mental health
has always been high on our
agenda. We believe that the
happier and healthier our
employees are, the more we
thrive as a company. But it isn’t
easy to walk-the-walk. Fostering
an environment where mental
health can be freely talked about
is challenging. It must start at the
very top.
Running a start-up can be a
very lonely experience. You feel
the pressure acutely. It is easy
to wrap your entire identity and
self-worth up in the business, the
feeling that “I am the company”.
This can give you energy when
times are good, but when you hit
bumps in the road, your sense of
self shatters. At Leading Point,
we combat this by strengthening
the relationships between our
senior staff and ensuring support
is available.

Loneliness is affecting everyone
this year. Whilst working from
home brings many perks, the
social aspect of the office has
been lost. We have lost those
little chats whilst making tea, the
five minutes of gossiping before
a meeting starts, and communal
lunch breaks. It’s all too easy in
a world of remote working to just
talk about work. But it’s those
shared moments that forge
emotional bonds.
At Leading Point, we try to ensure
that we keep those informal
chats going. Building the bonds
between us and strengthening
that human connection. Not
only do we have team drinks and
quizzes to take people’s minds
off things, but we ensure that we
maintain the human connection
on a daily basis. At the start of
meetings, we make time to have
chats. We talk about our hobbies

“At Leading Point, mental health
has always been high on our
agenda. We believe that the happier
and healthier our employees are,
the more we thrive as a company."
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and passions or new things we’ve
seen that week. Even a quick chat
about how one’s day, week or
weekend has gone. This sparks
creativity. It also means that we
can spot when one of us isn’t
feeling ourselves or is starting to
show signs of strain.
We believe that communication
is king. Employees should feel
comfortable talking to anyone in
the company, and that starts with
the C-Suite. How can we expect
our employees to be honest and
open with us, if we’re not honest
and open with them? As
TED Fellow Sangu Delle said,
“Being honest about how we
feel doesn’t make us weak—it
makes us human.”
The pandemic has highlighted
huge personal challenges that
employees are facing. Before
they may have been able to leave
their worries at home. They had a
break from them whilst they were

“Start-ups need a
mental health image
change. It is no longer
about the survival of
the fittest, but the
survival of the best."

in the office or commuting. Now,
those worries are with them 24
hours a day. Everyone’s situation
is different so it’s important to
understand and help in whatever
way they need. This can be a
flexible schedule with some time
off. It can be encouraging team
members to step away from their
desk, to exercise and have a
proper lunch. These techniques
have worked for our team.
Sometimes deeper change
is necessary. For instance,
we restructured our business
and roles around employee’s
strengths. In start-ups, it is
common for everyone to do
everything but we understand
the stress that can place on
people. So, we encourage
collaboration, whilst playing to
people’s strengths. We work
with our employees to help them
achieve their goals. We go out of
our way to collaborate on projects
to ensure that people can solve
problems together.
Start-ups need a mental health
image change. It is no longer
about the survival of the fittest,
but the survival of the best.
We bring the best out of our
people by taking care of their
mental health as well as their
professional goals. In start-ups,
the distance between the C-Suite
and the most junior member of
staff is narrow; This means senior
members of staff need to lead by
example.
Our mission is to make business
work better, and we have started
with our own company. At Leading
Point, we believe that looking after
the wellbeing of our employees is
not optional but part of the core
fabric. Whatever else is going on
in your start-up, empathy costs
nothing. You go farther when you
are together.

YOUR
NEXT STEP
TOWARDS
GREATER
DIVERSITY
AND GROWTH
Payal Raina,
Global Head
of Marketing,
Torstone

D

iversity is an essential
element in successful
evolution. In a biological
sense, having diverse
characteristics lets a
species adapt to survive
in a range of different
scenarios. In business,
the risk of being a
metaphorical ‘dinosaur’ is
significant for firms in a
highly changeable
environment, and so diversity
helps here too.
Torstone Technology is aware
of the advantages that diversity
can offer and is passionate about
supporting greater diversity.
We see this in the world in which
we and our clients operate in.
The financial world is highly
changeable as competition forces
firms to innovate at pace. New
firms can fly high quickly, and
older firms may find themselves
at risk within a short period of
time. Technology can also be a
great driver for change.
In some cases, adaptability is
needed to handle new regulatory
frameworks; in other cases,
adaptability is needed to support
innovation in developing new
solutions or services. Either
way, diversity helps a business
to thrive. One report from
consultancy McKinsey found that
diverse boardrooms give a firm a
95% higher return on equity.
The benefits are not only to
shareholders. Companies that
bridge the gender divide create
a more motivated workforce, with
competition being more equal.

“Torstone Technology is aware of the advantages that diversity
can offer and is passionate about supporting greater diversity."
Opportunity creates an appetite
for advancement and thereby
accelerates the development of
careers and learning within a firm.
As a result, employees benefit
from the policy, often in a more
nuanced way than simply getting
equal pay.
Active participation
The next step any business takes
to further support diversity does
not always have to be big; the
most important thing is to ensure
there is a next step, so that
support for diversity is continual
and not a one-off action.
Mahatma Gandhi said, “Be the
change you want to see in the
world,” and at Torstone we are
trying to represent the world that
we would like to see. Within our
business we have staff from over
30 nationalities, while we have
increased the number of female
staff by 50% in the last two years.
We have partnered with groups
that are supporting gender
diversity and equality such as
Women in Marketing, and Code
First Girls. The latter is a group
we sponsor, and it supports
women getting into the
technology space by both
providing education and
training, and also by helping
businesses to develop
recruitment strategies that
address any gender barriers.
Currently around 29% of staff
within the FinTech community are
female – that needs to improve.

Marketing is also an area where
diversity is needed in order to
open doors to women.
Marketers are often in or on the
frontline of their company and
that makes female representation
in the role very important. In
their role of defining the image
and activity of the business,
they shape the perception of
diversity by communicating with
customers about the issue to
ensure that the perception of that
company is correct.
That also impacts recruiting, as
the public face of the business
determines whether or not an
employee may choose to work
there. We support the Awards
for Women in Marketing (WiM)
to improve the awareness of
women’s careers in marketing,
as well as raising the awareness
of success of women in our field.
This can stoke ambition in people
starting out their careers or foster
relationships between peers to
sustain their momentum.
We do not think Torstone
has completed its journey in
encouraging diversity, but we are
committed to continuing on that
journey every day. We believe that
if other firms can make steps –
big or small – on a continuous
basis, that businesses and their
employees will see significant
benefits as a result. We would
encourage anyone reading this
to ask what their next steps are
on that path, and when they will
take them.
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THE ULTIMATE FINTECH
WORKPLACE AWARDS 2020

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED
TO THRIVE
IS INSIDE

P

Danielle Mensah,
Qidanchi

rocrastination,
demotivation and anxiety
cost businesses billions
globally, and with the
unprecedented events of
2020, employees’ mental
health has never been
more important to
organisation performance.

During these challenging
circumstances, we
believe it is even more crucial
for leaders and managers to

understand how people operate.
Realising how the mind works is
the simplest approach to a more
focused workforce and improved
performance. Our workshops,
coaching and events enable
people to understand everything
we think, feel and do. This
transformative approach frees up
mental space for clarity, insight
and focus to deliver beyond what
normally seems possible.
We believe there could be
one mental health issue:
overthinking.
This is caused by a simple and
innocent misunderstanding. We
misattribute our feelings such
that we attach and outsource
our wellbeing (i.e. our sense of
self, value, worth, “okness”) to
things like money, fame, success,
feedback, results, perfection
etc. We think those things can
give or take away our wellbeing,
not realising it is innate. We live
in an endless cycle of volatility
and insecurity. Thinking “I’ll be
ok when…… “ or “if we can’t meet
target x, then we have failed and
I am ruined”. The mind fills up
with misguided thinking, covering
up our natural intelligence and
expanding into anxiety, panic,
depression and, very sadly,
suicide.
Could mental health be innate?
Surely not I hear you think….if that
was true, why would there be so
much suffering? Why would life
feel so hard sometimes?
Imagine a human is a car and the
gear box has 3 gears: Distress
/ Neutral / Flow. Where do you
spend most of your time?
Ironically the most effective gear
for great outcomes is the slowest
i.e. Flow. The engine smoothly
purring away, whereas it works
really hard in Distress, zapping
energy, and moderately during

Neutral trying to keep things in
balance.
When relaxed, everyone has
access to real time responsive
intelligence and a deep capacity
to flow with insights and resilient,
wise thinking. We literally flow
with life. Complex problems are
simple to solve, listening comes
naturally and great ideas abound.
We experience psychological
freedom. We are unafraid of
change and openly embrace
diversity. Brilliant performance
comes naturally. We don’t need
to do anything to experience this
– it's our natural state.
Do you know a business that
wants more flow and better
performance?
Often, we forget or don’t know
how much clarity, simplicity
and ease are available. Instead
we forge a busy-minded path,
conjuring up way more problems
than actually exist (yep, seriously,
we spend a lot of time trying
to solve made up issues). Our
vivid imagination fuels us to take
action and furiously strategise
throughout the day and night.
That certainly explains a lot of my
life!!
A flawed formula for
business and life
Many of us live thinking this:

STRESS = SUCCESS = HAPPINESS
Which is the same as thinking:

STRESS = HAPPINESS
I’ve experienced a lot of stress
and it definitely didn’t make me
happy. I’ve worn it like a badge
of honour in the office and with
friends. As if without stress you’re
not trying hard enough. A more
accurate formula could be:

MISUNDERSTANDING =
STRESS & MISERY
There is an alternative:
		

UNDERSTANDING =
FLOW & PEACE = SUCCESS
A fundamental problem of
misattribution
We tend to hunt for things to
blame for our feelings, both
positive and negative. We
easily attribute how we feel to
people and circumstances.
It looks like that stuff puts
feelings inside us e.g.
■ Public speaking
makes me nervous
■ Targets make me stressed
■ COVID causes anxiety
■ I’m angry because of the
MD’s behaviour
This is like thinking the sun makes
you happy and the rain makes you
sad. How could a star millions of
miles away possibly do that? How
could some drops of water put a
feeling in you?
Here’s the amazing truth: There
is nothing we experience without
thought. In fact, all human
experience occurs through
thought and our feelings are
connected to thinking 100% of
the time. We are living in personal
realities created within our minds
i.e. the source of our experience is
inside. We cannot see the mind
or the thinking so we forget or do
not know they are continuously
generating our experience.
Our default setting is mental and
emotional health i.e. it is innate.
Flow is our natural state. Our
thinking can take us away from
that when we misattribute, and
when that thinking falls away
the mind settles effortlessly. No
stress management techniques

“When relaxed, everyone has access to
real time responsive intelligence and a
deep capacity to flow with insights
and resilient, wise thinking."
or coping strategies are required
(bye bye compulsive behaviour
and niggling unhealthy habits;
hello more time).
Imagine COVID could talk, what
might it say?
Slow down to speed up. You are
perfectly designed for life and
have all you need to navigate
successfully, including dealing
with a virus.
Embrace the Unknown
We cannot fear the unknown
because that is impossible. How
could we fear what we do not
know? Realise how natural and
easy it is to be afraid of your own
imagination. Just like a child fears
the monsters in his room.
Understand the Mind
How different would business be
if people spent more time with
clear minds?
Book a FREE consultation to
explore how we can contribute
to business performance by
enabling your people to be on
track more of the time, with
greater clarity, insight and focus.
Even during really challenging
circumstances.
SPECIAL OFFER for readers
Use code FT10 for a 10% discount
for readers of this magazine.

BIO
DANIELLE MENSAH is part of a
global community bringing this
clarity around human experience
to individuals, groups and
organisations.
The results are exceptional. Years
of confusion, stress, anxiety,
poor health, mediocrity, volatile
performance, conflict, drama,
bad habits, phobia, compulsion,
addiction and fear…..all melt away.
Danielle was recognised as a
Top 100 Woman in Finance
during her twenty year corporate
career. She was an international
senior leader, running the Paris
stock market. Danielle left to
launch her dream business
and is now known as one of the
Most Inspirational Women in
Executive Coaching.
Her passion is revealing the
miracle machine inside every
human being. This understanding
changed her life. And her parents.
And everyone she knows that
opens their mind and heart to
it. Together, we can create a
paradigm shift in wellbeing,
resilience and performance
globally.
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“WALK THE TALK” THE LAUNCH OF THE 17% LIST

Nadia is walking the talk for change across
the FinTech industry by making female
technologists more visible and changing
the way we hire into the industry!

WIN WIN WIN!

We have only launched this campaign in Q4 and have
already created five new opportunities for women
coming into the FinTech community.
Here are a few things people have said:
I am launching a new initiative
called “The 17% list” and would love
for you to be part of it.
I am a massive believer in action for
change over talk and would like to show
you how we can drive inclusion for our
industry.
As we know only 17% of the technology
industry are women and this figure
hasn’t moved much over the past few
years. There has been lots of talk about
change and a number of campaigns,
awards, media drives and educational
initiatives but simply put the needle
hasn’t moved.
I know that so many want to drive this
number to a more equal figure, but some
are unsure of how other than enforcing
quotas in their application processes.
Being part of my list will help you gain
better visibility of who is out there and
therefore give you more of a chance
to make a difference.

NADIA EDWARDS-DASHTI

FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
HARRINGTON STARR

These profiles may not be for you or your
business right now and as such this isn’t
necessarily a recruitment drive. Instead,
my purpose is to build the visibility of
the 17% of the technology sector that
are women and make sure my contacts
out there can talk to their contacts with
confidence about the 17% that exist.

By agreeing to
be part of this:

The proposal is as follows. I will be signing

■ I plan to talk about the
list on social media but will leave each
firm and their marketing team to share
that they have signed up themselves to
start with – I will move this into a more
formalised marketing plan in the
coming weeks.

up firms across the industry who say
they want to affect real change with
regards to creating a more gender equal
workplace. These firms will receive
2 emails a month from me with 3
profiles of women who are seeking new
employment within the industry but are
specifically looking for firms who are
genuine about creating an environment
that espouses inclusion.
These profiles could be of a developer
or a product manager or another
specialism across the tech industry, the
point for me is to increase your visibility
of who is out there and more importantly
turn our traditional ways of identifying
‘diverse’ talent on its head. Rather than
only looking to reach quota targets when
CVs are submitted to roles,
I wanted to show companies that they
can introduce themselves to a person if
and when they see a profile that could
work for them.

■ Your name would go
onto my “17% list” which would be
shared with our female talent pool as
and when we are working with them to
find them jobs.

“I love how
you are connecting
the talent with the
community and letting
companies choose
to stay true to their
diversity
campaigns"

■ You would receive an email from me
twice a month so you can see who we
are working with.

For more info to share
on us and how we build
our candidate database
you can follow my new
linked in page FinTech
with Nadia: The D&I
Discussions, or contact
me directly: Nadia.
edwards-dashti@
harringtonstarr.com

“I feel
privileged that
you have given me
the time and value to
be a part of this,
thank you so
very much."

“Thank you
so much for the
background to your
initiative, it is an
impressive start to
a worthy challenge
and I truly wish you
great success”

“That is a
lovely idea you are
taking forward, and
I do hope that this
venture will make
a huge difference
to the women
in tech”
“I am
excited to
be a part
of this”

“This is
exactly what
the industry needs
– someone to
make change
happen”

“Great talking
to you and a brilliant
initiative you are
exploring, hopefully
it can turn some
heads!”

“Action
action
action!”
“Thank you
for giving
us a voice”

“I bloody
love this😊”

“This is
how next year
“Very happy
we become 18%
part of
G L O B A L L E A D E R S I N F I N A N C I A L S Eof
R Vthe
I C Eindustry
S A N D C O M M O Dyour
I TtoI Ebe
Sambitious
TECHNOLOGY RECRUITMENT
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What can you tell us about your FinTech
business?
Bulk Data Centers delivers turnkey data
centre services with a focus on sustainable
solutions in the Nordics, one of the world’s
most cost-efficient locations. Bulk takes
the sustainability and business value of
the Nordic data centre to the next level
to serve as an ideal partner for powerintensive data processing needs. Today’s
financial services firms use massive data
sets and high-performance computing
workloads. The key is ensuring workloads
run with the utmost availability, cost
efficiency, and responsiveness.

1
ROB ELDER
VP, Data Centers,
Bulk Infrastructure AS

Can you describe your journey?
Bulk Infrastructure was established
in 2006 to create Real Estate and
Infrastructure that enables a more
sustainable future. Sustainability,
efficiency and eco-consciousness
are growing as a core global concern
throughout the financial services industry,
and the impact of data centres and
their carbon footprints can no longer be
ignored. Now, sustainability is central to
site selection and provider choice in the
same way geography, scalability, power
and reliability have been mainstays of
data centre procurement. This is why Bulk
Data Centers is focused on delivering
sustainability without compromise.
What interested you in this FinTech
space?
When we looked around, it was clear that
sustainability was not a ready option for
data centre customers. We recognised
the challenge of enabling clients to reach
their sustainability goals and to do it cost
effectively. We saw the opportunity of data
centres powered by Norway’s abundant
hydropower capacity connected with

subsea fibre cables to enable the digital
age to finally become sustainable.
Big Data without a Big Carbon Footprint
As financial services, FinTech’s and other
organisations increasingly depended on
high performance computing (HPC) and
artificial intelligence (AI); the compute
workloads were growing quickly and
capacity was rapidly becoming a major
issue. We believed we could offer
environmentally friendly solutions powered
by renewable energy with low levels of
CO2 emissions. Abundant hydropower
in the region also meant that Nordic data
centres could save financial services
organisations hundreds of millions of
dollars through low and stable power
prices, among other factors.
Bulk’s data centre campuses in Norway
and Denmark offer a highly resilient
solution which can be 100 percent carbon
free. And with cost savings of up to 60
percent on power alone when compared
to an equivalent installation in London, it
really hits home the potential total cost of
ownership (TCO) benefits in addition to the
sustainability advantages.
What are some of the major challenges
facing the industry that your company
overcomes?
The amount of data generated and
consumed by financial services firms,
and increasingly hedge funds, through
massive quantitative analysis, based
around high performance applications and
high-density computing, require growing
data centre capacity. Scarcity of space
in traditional UK and EU markets means
significant costs for space and power.
Increasing drive toward sustainability
across the financial services industry,

HEAR FROM SOME OF INDIVIDUALS RECOGNISED FOR THEIR INNOVATION AND
INFLUENCE AS WELL AS SOME OTHER LEADING NAMES FROM ACROSS THE INDUSTRY

"We respect our environment. We respect
our customers and the challenges they
face. We respect our employees and the
creative power they bring."
including capital markets, is causing
FinTech’s and other participants
to look for greener pastures. More
organisations are coming into the
market looking for more data centre
space, with a keen desire to focus on
sustainability and total cost rather than
traditional colocation.
AI is driving unprecedented IT
workloads for financial organisations.
Companies are building robust, fully
automated technology to predict and
trade in electronic financial markets.
According to a research report from
Omdia, the financial services industry
will be responsible for 10 percent of all
spending on AI software and by 2025,
the market could be worth around
$126 billion. HPC capacity needs are
exploding in this sector, requiring AI
server architecture on the high end of
current average power usage of 30+
kW per rack, with cooling strategies
that only the latest data centre designs
can provide. Adding to this equation
high expectations for reducing carbon
impact, means firms in the financial
services sector face significant
challenges to balance performance,
sustainability and cost.
Where do you see the future of the
market heading?
We see several challenges and
opportunities ahead for financial

services organisations, including:
■ Liquid cooling and advanced AI
server architectures will continue to
drive increased data centre density,
performance and efficiency.
■ AI needs IT workloads that financial
organisations have never seen before.
■ Big data, AI and machine learning
will be increasingly used to evaluate
investments, optimise portfolios and
manage risk.
■ The HPC infrastructure to support
this sophisticated analysis requires
next-generation data centre
infrastructure.
All of these factors mean more data
centre capacity for FinTech, and
that means more power consumed.
We believe these increased power
requirements can be met sustainably
and cost-effectively.
What makes your company an
employer of choice?
HPC and a High-Performance Team
Balancing performance demands,
sustainability and cost means finding
a trusted data centre partner that
brings experience along with innovative
solutions, passion for service, and
respect for the environment, customer

priorities, and each other.
We strive to offer a challenging,
welcoming, and supportive
work environment. We respect
our environment. We respect our
customers and the challenges they
face. We respect our employees and
the creative power they bring. We are
willing to challenge traditional thinking
as we grow our team. We are always
looking for talented professionals who
share these values. Sustainability is a
race we must win, and we must win as
a team.
What areas of financial services do
you see as most ripe for disruption
by your technology?
A lot of firms are investing in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
(ML) techniques as either a core
component to generate trading signals
and sift noise in the data, or to find
longer-term patterns for more reliable
advisory (so called Robo-Advisory).
AI and ML require both training and
inference.
We see large HPC research clusters
housed in 100 percent renewable
energy data centers advancing AI
in the training phase. Inference will
increasingly move to sustainable edge
data centres to meet low-latency needs
for trading and portfolio optimisation.
In addition, sustainability has become
a crucial investment KPI for many
funds where the onus is on longerterm investing. Bulk provides the ideal
environment for robo-advisors to run
AI and ML algorithms that seek longer,
more risk averse, strategies.
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What can you tell us about your
business?
Chronicle is a boutique provider of
low-latency technology solutions for the
financial services industry. Since our
inception seven years ago in 2013, we have
rapidly gained a reputation for delivering
market-leading, high-performance trading
technology solutions to some of the
world’s most demanding firms. Our aim is
to lift the performance restrictions on how
our clients design, manage, and monitor
their systems, freeing them to focus on
their business.

2
PETER LAWREY
Founder and CEO,
Chronicle Software

Our solutions are unique in that they
provide our clients with the ability to
leverage Chronicle’s own set of fully
configurable, customisable trading system
components in conjunction with their
own proprietary algorithms and in-house
systems. We bridge the gap between “off
the shelf” vendor software, which so often
fails to provide the flexibility, throughput
and latency goals that are essential for
financial firms to remain competitive, and
bespoke, custom-built trading systems
with their associated costs and risks.
What has been your journey to current
position?
Chronicle represents a means of
addressing many of the challenges and
issues that I’ve encountered during the
course of my own professional journey. I
have long been an active and vocal Java
champion and Open Source advocate, both
within the financial services industry and
beyond, even prior to founding Chronicle.
We recognise that clients want, and
need to, internalise knowledge and
understanding of their trading systems
– rather than relying on external vendors

for every change, support and upgrade.
Cost-cutting is a predominant issue on
our clients’ minds, and smaller team sizes,
so there simply isn’t the budget to spend
on expensive external implementation
teams for a new trading system or
enhancements. With that in mind, our
focus is also now on empowering and
educating clients to use our products, and
providing support for them.
What interested you in this space?
From a technical perspective, lowlatency, high-performance software
is a huge challenge, and one that I’ve
always found to be irresistibly intriguing.
I’ve always been really fascinated by
problems such as how to make software
go faster at latencies that are almost
incomprehensibly tiny to the human mind.
More recently, I’ve become very interested
in how to improve developer productivity
and help developers to become more
efficient, specifically how we can adapt our
software and services to enable this. This
is again both a reflection of and reflected
in our shift as a business model towards
empowering and enabling our clients’
development teams to make the most
of our software. This includes things like
developing and communicating better
testing methodologies, and providing
more of the functionality that
developers need.
Where do you see the opportunity for
you in the global market?
We’ve been fortunate in having an
international client base from early on. Our
development team is primarily based in
Europe, but our client base is global. Asia
is a significant growth area for us at the
moment and we have recently opened an

office in Singapore.
Covid-19 has been a challenge for
many firms operating in our space; with
client budgets coming under strain and
frequently being redirected to focus on
work-from-home and remote working
provisions. However, it has also led
to exceptional market volatility, which
has led to increased opportunities for
a robust high-throughput, low-latency
trading system, such as the one we
offer.
What are some of the major changes
and challenges facing the industry
that your company overcomes?
Cloud is an area in which financial
institutions are seeing major change.
The prospect of much-reduced time to
deployment is a major driver towards
adoption by firms, currently. At some
investment banks I’ve worked with in
the past, it could take up to 9 months
to procure the hardware required for
deployment of a new system. With
public cloud infrastructure, this lead
time is eliminated.
The main challenge that our clients

come to us with is that a lot of data
distribution libraries use UDP to
broadcast market data messages.
From a manageability perspective, this
is a nightmare, potentially flooding the
network with data; as a result, none of
the cloud providers support UDP, they
only support TCP.
Therefore, a major challenge with
cloud adoption is that firms have to
reengineer any systems that publish or
consume market data, to support TCP.
As it happens, Chronicle has always
supported TCP for our market data
components, so by happy coincidence,
we were cloud-ready even before the
demand was there!
How does your company
differentiate itself from its
competitors?
At Chronicle, we’ve solved all the
problems of failover, high availability,
performance and scalability, so that our
clients’ developers can focus on those
pieces of the puzzle that solve the
business problem and take their trading
performance to the next level. We give
our clients’ development teams the

"Covid-19 has been a challenge for many firms
operating in our space; with client budgets
coming under strain and frequently being
redirected to focus on work-from-home and
remote working provisions."

support and guidance on structuring
and testing our components, and our
ongoing technical support ensures that
they always experience the highest
levels of service. Our emphasis is on
enabling and empowering the talented
people within the client’s organisation,
and building their capabilities around
our products.
This method of working has yielded
significant success on our client
engagements. For example, we codeveloped an FX trading system for a
tier-1 investment bank, replacing an
off-the-shelf vendor product in less
than 6 months, and immediately
enhancing the client’s business
and performance.
What do you feel are the biggest
obstacles facing the industry?
There is a shortage of top developers
who are both capable of understanding
the complex business of financial firms,
and building the high performance,
easy to maintain trading systems
that these businesses require – this
is a small pool of people who are in
extremely high demand.
How do you plan to overcome those
obstacles?
We do tend to hire more experienced
developers, with 20-30 years
experience in the industry. They’ve
seen many trends come and go
and have an enormous depth of
understanding. They’ve also worked
for many different organisations and
bring a breadth of experience across
the sell-side, buy-side, trading
venues and other consultancies
and software vendors.
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The Real-time trading experts
At Adaptive we combine business insight, impactful
design and technical excellence, delivering
next-generation trading platforms to the world's
leading financial institutions.
We do this by providing design, build and
operate services as well as an
accelerated time to market through
Hydra, our high performance,
fault-tolerant, real-time trading
platform.

WeAreAdaptive.com
Contact us at:
sales@weareadaptive.com

FINTECH
We aim to help improve a development
teams’ productivity by up to 30%
through training and support, and
by reducing the risk associated with
delivery. This then translates to a
corresponding reduction in time to
market across the delivery of a project,
freeing up more capacity for other
projects and deliveries.
What makes your company an
employer of choice?
We appeal to developers with our
flexible work-from-home practices,
and by being very flexible in terms of
work-life balance. We have a great,
highly experienced team, and offer the
opportunity to work on really interesting
technical problems at the cutting edge
of technology innovation.
Because we’ve been a company that
has offered remote working and workfrom-home arrangements for many
years, we have not been as impacted
as others by the pandemic and by
lockdowns. Given our geographically
diverse team and client base, we have
never needed to have people in a
single office all the time, and this also
led us to an early recognition of the

FOCUS

need to prioritise work-life balance for
our employees. We have been able to
continue working and delivering as a
team, rather than redeploying efforts to
transitioning our workforce to the new
working paradigm.
What are your plans for 2021 and
beyond?
We will continue our strategy of global
growth, and our expansion into Asia,
as well as developing our offering for
crypto markets. We are also continuing
to develop our product offerings and
licensing model, and support for cloudbased deployments.
What areas of financial services do
you see as most ripe for disruption
by technology?
If you look at what happened with
PC innovation, businesses used to
drive PC requirements, but over time,
gamers’ demands eclipsed business
requirements and the push for high
performance came from the gaming
market. We see crypto exchanges as
driving higher transaction rates and
more novel order and transaction types.
We are looking to actively embrace
these sources of innovation from outside

"I think the financial services industry is going
to start taking more cues from things that
crypto exchanges and challenger banks are
doing right now – shifting to a cloud-native
proposition, and greater product innovation."

the traditional financial services industry.
Hardware has also been shifting
towards super scalability, and tapping
into this, working with NVDIA graphics
cards – it is something we are investing
a great deal of R&D into at the moment.
Take, for example, the work we are
doing on pre-trade risk for Equities, with
the capability to run risk metrics on a
portfolio in excess of 5000 securities in
microseconds.
What do you think the financial
services sector will look like in five
years’ time?
Financial markets will become much
more electronic and automated across
all participants, and Covid-19 has
been, and will continue to be, a huge
driver of this. Pre-Covid, we had seen
a move towards greater automation,
but most roles and functions in banks
had not changed. Now, as a result
of the Pandemic, there has been an
acceleration in uptake and greater
adoption of more virtual interaction
between bank employees and clients,
which opens up potential for greater
technology augmentation.
I think the financial services industry is
going to start taking more cues from
things that crypto exchanges and
challenger banks are doing right now –
shifting to a cloud-native proposition,
and greater product innovation. AI will
become more mainstream. From our
perspective, AI is all about the ability
to process vast quantities of data at
extremely low latencies, and our whole
model and proposition is built around
this, so we will be at the forefront of
innovation in this area.
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FINTECH / DISRUPTIVE
T E C H N O LO GY

Market
news &
commentary

Disruptive Technology has long been the
consideration of what a FinTech has to offer,
but for 2021 I see FinTech being the FORCE of
Enablement. With so much of our lives now confined
to remote working, there are some excellent FinTech
organisations offering us ways to do our jobs better,
faster and in a more controlled environment. Just
think back twelve months and try to imagine the
heart failure a compliance officer might have at
the idea of the trading floor of an Investment Bank,
Brokerage or Exchange conducting their trade
execution on mobile phones or from home. It was
unthinkable. But with quick adoption and smart
solutions, that is exactly what we are seeing and
there is much more to come from the FinTech’s of
2021.

Harrington Starr’s consultants have
scoured the market for the latest news,
trends, and insights straight from the
front line of the most tumultuous and
explosive industry in the world

Talk to anyone in this space and fairly soon, if not
immediately, the subject of funding will come up.
Even with the most amazing, revolutionary, gamechanging technology in the world, without the
financial backing to get it off the ground, and then
subsequent funding rounds to keep it afloat before
the money starts coming in, start-ups won’t move
into scale-ups.
Experience of taking a business through successful
funding rounds is a highly sought-after skillset,
especially if that’s combined with technical
leadership skills.
To all you scale-up CTOs and technical leaders out
there – give me a call if you’re looking for the next
challenge, I can literally give you a list of interested
firms to look at.
In further funding news, Rails Bank secured $37
Million in its latest funding round. This will have them
focus on expansion globally and also allow them to
further develop their product.
The disruptors in the market at the moment are all
to do with automation software which are allowing
companies to increase productivity and decrease
workload for their employees.
A lot of clients that went through funding at the start
of 2020 have pushed back their growth period to
2021, so expect to see lots of disruptors in the space
have a mass hiring period in 2021.
FinTech’s are looking for a range of skillsets and
we have had a push for “Head of Engineering” and

“Engineering Manager” roles. They are wanting
candidates to be hands on and also experienced in
scaling up engineering teams. Tech stacks we see
in demand such as Python and Cloud technologies
(including AWS, Google Cloud or Azure), as well as
exposure to Javascript frameworks, Docker & ECS,
will all be worth adding to your armoury in the near
future. From a development point of view, the main
tech skills we are seeing in demand in this space
include C#, .Net (Core), SQL, Angular/ React.

to mid-sized consultancies really thriving in their
markets with additional hiring of both permanent
and contract-based work. This trend has continued,
and we see a bright future for FinTech consultancies
in 2021 when the need for SME’s will no doubt be
greater still.
IR35 – Deadline approaching
The government announced that by April 2021 the
new IR35 regulation will be in full effect in the private
sector and we are now ready for the major change.

On the march again post the Covid-19 Lockdown
bubble.
March to May was a devasting time for the job
market in the FinTech space. Start-ups and infantile
businesses were left wondering what the future may
hold for them as we tried to figure out what Covid-19
was and how to deal with it. The good news is that
during that period of March to May, we were able to
advise our clients on how best to operate remotely
and what the hiring plans should look like for the
next two quarters. We seem to have got it right and
our predictions were spot on!

All of our clients within the FinTech and Banking
sector have now organised and prepared for every
contractor onsite being made to operate within the
legislation. So, what kind of impact will this have?
There are two major impacts we have seen. The first
is evident from in-depth conversations with Line
Managers, HR Teams and Procurement teams. One
of the major changes will be the increase or plateau
of day rates. Some firms will pay an additional
£100/150 per day on their overall budget to add to
the contributions and some firms are expecting the
contractors themselves to take the hit.

As of June, we have seen a record number of job
requirements month in, month out, across the board
from start-up and emerging businesses within
the FinTech Space. The record was really led by
Software Engineers and testers to be added into
these firms to help scale up their products and build
those applications.

The second major impact is the reduced number of
contract roles being available in the market within
mid- to large organisations. They are announcing
that contract roles will only be released on major
business critical projects and will be all inside IR35.
Some of these high-profile projects have also been
flipped into permanent hires within these mid- to
large companies.

Post-September 2020, we saw another spike in the
job market for software engineers from the mid- to
large organisations, who are traditionally slower in
releasing new headcount; and we now look forward
to 2021 being a year of real growth as companies
across all of FinTech and Investment Banking have
now mastered remote working and how best to
operate. I suspect that 2021 will be the year that
technology will see its biggest growth since 2008.

Lots of projects have been cancelled as a result and
we have seen lots of redundancies in this space at
the junior level (less than three years of experience)
as a result of project budgets being pulled.
That being said, Consultancies seem to be going
from strength-to-strength right now and it’s no
surprise given the IR35 shot in the side of the
short-term contract market. Firms have no incentive
whatsoever to employ temporary (contract) staff, and
contractors now have very little motivation to work
on short term projects without the benefits of holiday
pay, etc. because the financial incentive is nowhere
near what it was.

C O N S U LTA N C I E S
FinTech consultancies had a mixed view on the
early pandemic outlook. Larger companies forged
ahead with ambitious change projects, while smaller
companies kept a close eye on the market before
jumping into anything too transformational. As it
turns out, the small and mid-size companies found
they were far better positioned to handle the change
in working style and the demands of their clients
and staff members. This meant a boom in small

In steps the consultancies who offer permanent
employment with the opportunity to work on short
term projects. Most definitely a space that’s going
from strength-to-strength right now.
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space throughout the two lock downs, seemingly
an ever-present need in the permanent space, it is
exciting to see other great cities in the UK rivalling
the traditional hotbed of London for tech talent.

I N V E ST M E N T B A N K I N G
As of 2021, the consortium of banks that fix the
Libor rate will no longer be required to submit
rate quotes needed to calculate LIBOR. This has
resulted in a global, industry-wide initiative to identify
suitable replacement rates and adapt existing curve
construction and valuation methodologies.

A S S E T / W E A LT H / I N V E ST M E N T
M A N AG E M E N T & H E D G E F U N D S
The buy-side continues to demand the ‘best’
candidates available but, more often than not, are
finding themselves in competition from the tech
start-ups, offering the very latest technologies and
increasingly brilliant comp and benefits packages.
Buy-side bonuses, however, are still tough to beat,
keeping them in the race for top tech talent. But for
how long?

What has been incredible to see has been the
traditionally cumbersome Investment Banking space
moving at pace to accommodate the newfound
need to enable their staff- from reception desk,
to trade floor, to deepest, darkest development
basement- to work from home. A huge part of this
has been the migration to cloud technology. Moving
monolithic, legacy systems from on premises to the
cloud has taken a huge amount of work and no little
courage, and the market is reflecting this as demand
for skills around Cloud environments. AWS (most
common) and Azure, if they are heavily Microsoft
(and therein, requiring in-depth understanding of
powershell), has seen the vertical ploughing back
into technological relevance. Python remains to
be the language of choice for scripts in this space
and from a geographical perspective, Manchester
has had a real big boom in hiring technical talent.
While the Capital continues to hire in the DevOps

Credit Suisse anticipates taking a $450m hit after
York Capital Management announced they would
be winding down their EU hedge fund business.
York Capital Management is one of the hedge
fund industry’s oldest names and it has been
one of the biggest payers during this period. This
announcement has come after York recorded dismal
returns in some of its strategies and a decline in
assets.
RLAM (Royal London) recently completed a
restructure across the Insurance and Asset
Management businesses which brought a number
of redundancies in the change space as they looked
to centralise this function across the group. This has
meant this department is driven from the midlands
and no longer London.
There remains a lot of hiring activity in this space at
all levels, but predominantly within the mid-level four
to nine years of experience (paying between £6090k). The key skills that funds are looking for have
revolved mainly around C#, SQL, Net (core), with
some frontend JavaScript.

Moving monolithic, legacy
systems from on premises
to the cloud has taken a
huge amount of work and
no little courage, and the
market is reflecting this

B R O K E R AG E S , E XC H A N G E S ,
TRADING HOUSES, MTFS,
A LT E R N AT I V E T R A D I N G V E N U E S
Similar to other verticals within FS, automation is a
very common theme amongst trading houses. Many
are looking for individuals who have low-latency
exposure and have been scripting a lot with Python.
Ansible seems to be a technology of choice for
automation projects.

now, especially with the boutique funds or firms with
satellite offices. One client of mine has experience a
growth of 33% in the last 8 months.

S O F T WA R E V E N D O R S
An industry on the rise, the Software Vendor space
continues to innovate, particularly around workflow
platforms and automation taking key positioning
in today’s market, maximising productivity as the
workforce continues to work predominantly from
home.
Booming industry – continued innovation and
workflow platforms and workflow.

Network, Infrastructure and Service Providers have
always been in demand but, due to the current
climate, Service Providers especially have increased
sales as they provide a one stop shop for everything
companies need to work from home whether that
be UC, Telephony, taking their infrastructure to the
cloud.

Software vendors that provide technology that
allow for greater transparency on complex, often
manual business processes, as well as those
which automate these processes, are in increased
demand due to the volatility in the markets, as well
as the challenges of remote working. The demands
of these challenges are faced in different ways
across different markets, and product companies
are responding with increased innovation to meet
these demands in many different areas, including
data management, trade analytics, post-trade
processing, and regulatory reporting, driving
demand for talent that can help deploy, configure,
and operate these technologies.

Collaboration and consolidation are the common
themes amongst networks and IaaS space as
companies continue to acquire each other and work
on providing a full digital transformation consultancy
service. This is in an attempt to plug as many
gaps as possible to assist with the Infrastructure
evangelising within the space. As such, there is a
strong focus on SDWAN and Cloud technology.
Network, infrastructure, and service providers are
working overtime as essentially the entire world
has moved to remote working and these teams are
responsible for providing the services that allow
this to happen. Data, security, and privacy breaches
are on the rise as well as users adapt to working in
different environments, requiring additional focus on
security. Automation has become more important
than ever as service providers adapt to working
at a greater scale than ever before and must take
additional measures to automate repetitive tasks to
maintain and improve their levels of service. Cloud,
virtualization, and collaboration technology are in
higher demand than ever before, driving a need
for talent which is skilled in deploying, configuring,
operating, and maintaining these technologies.

A lot of this talent demand has been fuelled by
junior developers that have left consultancies for
reasons mentioned earlier, as well as those looking
to move away from investment banks and looking
to implement valuable knowledge gained from the
Buy-Side.
We have seen an increase in hiring across Workflow
automation software, Unified communication tools,
and the cyber security space as companies are
having to speed up their digital transformation
journey and get their workforce set up in a secure
way, whilst also finding tools that will increase
productivity.

DevOps roles also continue to rise in demand, which
is likely attributed to either companies migrating to
the cloud on either AWS or Azure, or again looking to
automate everything with a click of a button.

N E T W O R K / I N F R A ST R U CT U R E /
S E RV I C E P R OV I D E R S

R E G U L ATO RY R I S K
AND COMPLIANCE

Managed Service Providers have experienced
growth during the Covid-19 Pandemic. Many wellestablished MSPs have expanded their reach during
the pandemic by bringing in more services under
one roof and therefore extending their offerings
to the current and potential clients. Many FS firms
have had to reduce their numbers and looking to
outsource their IT seems to be a favourable option

Regulatory Risk and compliance still stand to
be heavily invested in and we are seeing a lot
of movement in the Automation/Digital
Transformation space.
Brexit appears to have had little impact on quelling
the ambitions of European RegTech companies as
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we are seeing some new and exciting names in the
UK market across these technologies moving in
from Europe. Watch out for the payments providers
as I feel next year will be an aggressive growth year
with simplifying banking.

instances during the pandemic. Algorithms are
trained using historical data sets and, with
previously unseen market turns occurring during
the Covid-19 pandemic, the frailties of trading
algorithms have been brought to light. Is this
going to see a revival in active management?
Probably not, but algo funds will have much
to learn.

SALES
There is a growing trend of companies looking for
sales professionals with a technical slant to their
skillsets. With products becoming increasingly
complex and salespeople having to engage with
the technology more frequently during the sales
process; this is something for salespeople to
consider upskilling on. Python, being such a prolific
language in the financial service sectors, is one of
the languages most sought after.

I N F O R M AT I O N S E C U R I T Y
M A R K E T P L AC E - C LO U D S E C U R I T Y,
S E C U R I T Y M O N I TO R I N G , A N D
S E C U R I T Y AU TO M AT I O N
Companies are looking to automate their incident
monitoring processes. This allows companies to
programmatically detect, investigate and action
cyber threats automatically and without relying
purely on human intervention.

I N D U ST R Y

Splunk remains the market leading tool for security
incident and event monitoring, which is highlighted
by the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM). Rapid7,
Logrythm, IBM, Securonix, Exabeam and Dell are
other market leaders in the SIEM field.
Companies hiring in their incident response/
security operations team now require their teams
to be me more proactive (as opposed to reactive)
in the incident response field. Candidates most
often need to display extra skills such as threat
hunting and will need to be able to employ reverse
engineering to ensure that the system lacks any
major security flaws or vulnerability. Typically,
candidates will need to be able to use python or
another scripting language for automation and will
also have to have an understanding of offensive
(pen-testing) skills to complement their defensive
security skillsets.

Wealth management is an industry experiencing
huge change as they grapple with changing
customer profiles and buying habits. With the
millennium generation due to inherit trillions
globally in the coming decades, it is now that wealth
managers need to adopt and refine their digital
offering to appeal to a future customer base that
expects robo- and app-based service. As an area of
the market that has been traditionally slow to adopt
technology compared to hedge funds for example,
this change will likely see some casualties that fail to
adapt quickly enough.

T E C H N O LO GY
With equities trading volume, 90% is run by
algorithms today; and it’s fascinating to read an
article in the Economist describing how they have
been outmanoeuvred by active managers in some

Cloud security continues to be a major topical area.

The pandemic has meant an increased emphasis on
the cloud with a largely remote workforce. This has
led to many organisations having to consider how
secure their cloud systems are.

aspects that come along with latency sensitive roles.
If there is an abundance of roles with the skills-set
that you have, you don’t feel the need to expand to
the latency avenue.

In order to keep their cloud systems secure,
collaboration between DevOps and security teams
is vital for organisations, and there is an increasing
need for companies to hire DevSecOps staff in order
to embed security into the DevOps life cycle.

It is a sort of paradox, with fewer people who have
that sort of knowledge and experience who may
have chosen the part earlier on in life or had the
opportunity to be trained, whilst at a more junior level
know that they are now a commodity.
When companies begin to hire, they always want
the person to have “started yesterday”, they would
ideally like to have someone who has a couple
years of experience under their belt, and are not
willing to invest time and money into hiring a more
microservices base developer to transfer that
knowledge over. These are advanced topics that
many serious developers would be interested in
delving into as it is a step up both in career and
"brainpower".

T E ST I N G
We have seen a resurgence of Testing and QA roles
over the past few months within the automation remit.
The expectation for a tester is now very much hybrid,
mainly across technology skill sets including Java,
Python and Javascript. The traditional requests of a
manual tester or a function tester are becoming less,
and we are seeing more vacancies for people to use
automation, DevOps and development skills. There’s
lots of room for progression and learning which has
given this market a new injection of excitement, with
huge opportunity across varying sectors.

When companies don’t have the time to invest in
more experienced developers to bridge that gap in
the market we are left with the current situation –
hopefully more firms being to realise this and start to
build out the low latency market further.

LO W L AT E N CY J AVA D E V E LO P E R S

DATA I N D E M A N D

Low Latency Java Developers have always been in
high in demand, but the supply isn’t meeting the
demand, so where are they hiding?

It’s no secret, the writing is on the wall for
organisations who do not have a clear Data Strategy.
Data technologies and the strategies to maximise
data have had a rapid evolution in the last few years
and this is set to continue throughout 2021.

As the demand for low-latency java developers
has steadily been rising, the market has found that
the talent pool hasn't grown at the same rate. With
a smaller talent pool, candidates tend to demand
more from potential employers, leaving great firms
with strict budgets behind.

This revolution has been multifaceted, but
essentially the ingestion, cleansing, storing and
utilisation of Data, and the technologies that enable
this, have the majority of senior leaders looking at
how their Data strategy can give them a competitive
advantage in their market.

However, there is an abundance of java developers
who have worked with microservices and, with a
steady supply of talent to the market, perhaps more
than needed.

Yesterday, Data Warehouses were all the talk, with
point-to-point connections with multiple applications
across an organisation. This has evolved into Data
Lakes, Cloud Data Storage both Public and Private,
as well as Business Intelligence advancing and
blending into Data Science.

So, what has created this unequal balance?

With the millennium generation due to inherit trillions globally
in the coming decades, it is now that wealth managers need
to adopt and refine their digital offering to appeal to a future
customer base that expects robo- and app-based service.

On one side of the equation, you have many java
developers with microservices and general Java
backend experience, as that is where they start their
career, who had never had to deal with the specifics
of low-latency/multithreading requirements. It can
be argued that it’s perhaps a bit easier as you don’t
need to take on the more technically complicated

So, what does this mean for you and the market?
The demand for Data Engineers, Data Scientists
and Data Architects has skyrocketed in the last
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importance for candidates; especially in a postCovid-19 world, more people are demanding the
opportunity to work from home.

couple of years. A quick search on any job board or
LinkedIn will bring up a plethora of opportunities,
with organisations not just in Financial Services,
Capital Markets, Insurance and FinTech, but across
every industry looking to hire the same skillsets at
the same time.

US Overview

In the Data Engineering space, knowledge of the
of the big three cloud data brands- Amazon Web
Services, (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
and Microsoft Azure- is now a necessity. However,
alongside these skills, organisations require
candidates to have a multitude of other skills
from the traditional BI Developer/ETL Developer
skills of building pipelines and SQL to new
skills within containerisation (docker, kubernettes),
real-time streaming (Apache Kafka), NoSQL,
Python, Java, Spark, Data Lakes, Airflow the
list goes on.

US jobs have continued to steadily rise over the
past few months and are getting close to prelockdown levels, further highlighting that the market
is recovering from, and adapting to, the COVID-19
pandemic (source: internal data)
However, unsurprisingly the total value of global
FinTech investment fell by 16% in Q3, although
the number of new investments actually rose by
around 25%.
(source: https://www.theinvestmentobserver.co.uk/
companies/2020/11/24/global-fintech-investmentfell-by-16-during-the-third-quarter/ ).

If you are currently recruiting for a position that
needs an assortment of the above skills, it’s
important to acknowledge that any candidate you
speak to is likely to be interviewing for multiple
opportunities in an assortment of industries.
It’s important that when hiring for Data Engineers
you keep the following principles in mind:

This, coupled with news that according to a recent
report the FinTech investment market looks set
to record exponential growth over the next seven
years means that the industry is still very much alive
and well.

1. There is not any one candidate that can possibly
know every single technology in your environment.
The data tech stack is so vast, so it’s important to
be aware what are the core skills are that you are
looking for. Finding someone who has Microsoft
Azure, can code in python, works with Apache
Kafka and Spark and also deliver your Data Science
project on Churn prediction, although might be
perfect for your firm, will leave you looking in the
market for a long time for someone that does not
exist.

And finally, according to analysis from The FinTech
Times, the US FinTech market is optimistic about
the recent US Election, believing that favourable
policy changes for the sector could be imminent
once the new administration is in place.

FINTECH / DISRUPTIVE
T E C H N O LO GY U S
Focusing on the Sales market for FinTech, there
was a significant drop off in hiring in the first
three months of the pandemic and many vendors
decided to focus on in-house product development,
thus prioritizing development and other technical
roles. As businesses have learned the new market
and shift to a more virtual world, sales roles are
starting to gain traction again; and while there is
less travel to see clients, we continue to see a larger
presence of virtual conferences, video channels,
podcasts and more. This will shift the landscape
for sales not only within FinTech but across all
technology verticals, creating more jobs remotely
and less centred around major technology hubs,
although that won’t dissipate immediately.

2. Multiple opportunities for candidates mean that
it’s very important to move quickly, streamlining
your interview process, and selling your opportunity
and the company vision is more important than
ever. If you think the candidate is perfect for your
firm, it’s likely another organisation will think the
same.
3. Package and Benefits. It’s not all about how
much you pay anymore, it’s about what your
company does, and how you value your employees.
Those who pay most do not always win, having
an environment where people are able to grow,
and have a good work/life balance has risen in
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Harrington Starr Technology Consulting is Europes fastest growing
technical consultancy, providing an unrivalled level of service. We
are experts in transforming organisations, providing innovative
solutions, enabling faster changes, safer software delivery and a
better solution.
Talk to us about any of the following

About
Harrington
Starr
Imagine if you had a Recruitment partner
whose purpose was to help you grow.

Imagine if you had a Recruitment partner that
believed better people made by better clients,
better candidates and better people.
Imagine if you had a Recruitment partner that
cared as much about putting the right people
into the right businesses, as they did about
investing back into the community they
belonged.
You can!

Health check
We'll join you
onsite for a few
days to observe,
and then present
a report of the
key findings

Agile
transformation
We craft a
uniquely enterprise
Agile solution that
delivers quantifiable
value for your
stakeholders

Project delivery

Training

Delivering
successful
projects to your
satisfaction, on
or offsite

Providing high
quality training
courses in
development,
testing and agile
implementation

www.harringtonstarrtech.com

Harrington Starr.
Your Success, Our Business.
In 2010 we launched Harrington Starr and
over the past seven years we have become
the Global Leaders in Financial Services and
Commodities Technology recruitment, insight,
events & consultancy. Delivering high quality
opportunities for professionals on a permanent,
retained, contract, and interim basis, to over 800

UK: +44 203 587 7007
E: info@harringtonstarrtech.com
Twitter: @hstarrtech
Linkedin: search Harrington Starr Tech
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For more information,
please contact:
Toby Babb at Harrington Starr
T: 0203 002 2850
F: 0207 022 1750
E: toby.babb@harringtonstarr.com
Harrington Starr Company
Registration Number: 7246003
Company Headquarters:
Vintners Place, 68 Upper Thames Street,
London EC4V 3BJ
Company Telephone Number: 0203 587 7007
Company Email: info@harringtonstarr.com
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Harrington Starr
R E C R U I T M E N T

C O N S U L T A N C Y

Join the exclusive community for financial services
and commodities trading technology professionals

DEVELOPMENT

BUY & SELL
SIDE TRADING
SYSTEMS

CRYPTO CURRENCY,
DIGITAL CURRENCY
& BLOCKCHAIN

SALES,
PRODUCT &
MARKETING

QUANT DEV AND
ALGO TRADING

LOW
LATENCY, FIX,
CONNECTIVITY &
MARKET DATA

BIG DATA,
DATA SCIENCE,
DATABASE
& BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

SENIOR &
EXECUTIVE
HIRES

TESTING AND
QUALITY
ASSURANCE

TRADE, OPERATIONS
& SYSTEM SUPPORT

CYBER
SECURITY

CHANGE, BA, PM

Over 800 of the world’s leading companies in
financial services and commodities technology
trust Harrington Starr to deliver world class talent

JOIN THE COMMUNITY
W W W . H A R R I N G T O N S T A R R . C O M

0203 587 7007

